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Glossary

Acronyms

Term
Abnormal Loads

Geogrid

Definition

Acronym

Loads or vehicles that exceed maximum vehicle weight, axle weight
or dimensions as set out in the Road Vehicles (Construction and Use)
Regulations 1986 (as amended).
Rigid plastic sheets to reinforce ground to facilitate the passage of
vehicles.

Full term

AADT

Average Annual Daily Traffic

ATC

Automatic Traffic Counter

DfT

Department for Transport

DMRB

Design Manual for Roads and Bridges

Geotextile

Textile matting laid under aggregate to provide coherence and
stability to a temporary road surface.

EA

Environment Agency

ES

Environmental Statement

Ghost Island

Dedicated right turn lane into a side road allowing traffic to wait to turn
right without obstructing the passage of straight through traffic.

HA

Highways Agency

Highway Link

Length of highway.

HGV

Heavy Goods Vehicle

LTP

Local Transport Plan

Intergreen times

The time required to allow vehicles proceeding on a green light to
clear a junction before other streams of traffic can be safely given a
green signal and therefore proceed through the junction.

NPPF

National Planning Policy Framework

NTM

National Traffic Model

PIA

Personal Injury Accident

RFC

Ratio of Flow to Capacity

TEMPRO

Trip End Model Presentation Programme

TA

Transport Assessment

TT

Trenchless Technology (see Environmental Statement Volume 1,
Chapter 3: Project Description)

Operational
assessment

The assessment of the degree to which a junction is operating within
its theoretical capacity.

Practical Reserve
Capacity

A measure of the operation of a signalised junction. A positive
practical reserve capacity indicates that the junction is operating
satisfactorily and the vast majority of vehicles will be delayed by a
maximum of one red phase.

Ratio of flow to
capacity

A measure of the operational performance of one arm of a junction
calculated as the number of vehicles using an arm of a junction
divided by the theoretical maximum number of vehicles that are able
to use the arm during a specified period.

Shuttle working

The use of either manual control or traffic signals to allow alternate
traffic streams to pass through a length of highway where the width is
reduced and insufficient to allow two vehicles to pass each other.

Splitter Island

Raised and kerbed traffic island with a bollard that provides a physical
separation between traffic entering and leaving a roundabout on an
arm of a roundabout.

TEMPRO

Software designed to predict traffic growth based on the National
Transport Model (NTM).

TRACK Analysis

Computer modelling of area taken up by a moving vehicle.

Trip Assignment

The routes that vehicles take between a site and other areas.

Trip Distribution

The proportion of vehicle trips between a site and other areas.

Vehicle Trip
Generation

The number of vehicle movements into and out of a development.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.1

This Transport Assessment (TA) assesses the transport impact of the construction
phase of the onshore cable route and HVDC converter/HVAC substation associated
with the Hornsea Project Two off-shore wind farm. The report has been prepared as
an annex to the Traffic and Transport Chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES)
required under the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2009 (EIA Regulations).

1.1.2

1.1.3

1.1.4

The power cables are expected to make landfall close to Horseshoe Point and the
approximately 40 km cable route follows an alignment to the west and then to the
north-west to a HVDC converter/HVAC substation site at North Killingholme. The
landfall, cable route and HVDC converter/HVAC substation site are shown on Figure
1. The cable route avoids all main settlements but crosses a number of roads, drains,
railway lines and gas pipelines. The route has been carefully considered taking into
account the range of possible impacts relating to construction and operation.
Two trenching options for the cable route have been considered: (A) four parallel
trenches, in the same manner as previously considered for Hornsea Project One (see
ES Figure 3.23); and (B) two parallel trenches of 7m per trench (see ES Figure 3.25.
With trenching option (A), the trenches would be backfilled and it is not expected that
any material will require export from the route. With trenching option (B) it is expected
that some material would need to be removed from the route and therefore option (B)
would be the worst case in terms of traffic movements. Accordingly, the assessment in
this report considers the vehicle movements associated with option (B) and the
transport of this material. It is proposed that trenches will be dug across a number of
roads in order to lay cable ducts. This may require either partial or complete closure
depending on the availability of alternative routes and the duration of the works. At
major roads, railways, major drains, ecologically sensitive areas and gas pipelines it is
proposed to use a trenchless technology (TT) method such as horizontal directional
drilling (HDD), Thrust Bore, Auger Bore or Pile Ramming (see Environmental
Statement Volume 1, Chapter 3: Project Description) to lay cables through ducts under
the features.
A temporary haul road will be established adjacent to the trenches. It is expected that
part, or all, of the haul road would be surfaced with aggregate, metal plates or
geotextile depending on ground conditions, time of year and the intensity of use. Haul
road surfacing materials will be imported at the start of the project and exported at the
end of the works. A number of compounds will be established along the cable route to
store equipment and materials and to accommodate welfare facilities for construction
workers. It is expected that work on the cable route will be on a number of work fronts
simultaneously in order to reduce the duration of the works and to spread the impact
of associated vehicle movements over a number of access points.
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1.1.5

The transport impact of the construction of the cable route and HVDC converter/HVAC
substation is expected to be related to the movement of materials, equipment and staff
and to temporary changes in the highway network where trenches are dug across
highways. The temporary closures and diversions of public rights of way required as
part of the construction works are considered in Volume 3, Chapter 6: Land Use
Agriculture and Recreation.

1.1.6

Onshore work is proposed to commence in 2017. Hornsea Project Two could be built
using multi-phase or a single-phase construction programme. Under a multi-phase
programme scenario, the sum of the durations of each phase of export cable
construction would not exceed five and a half years; there might be gaps between
phases but these are, at this stage, undefined and dependent on project financing and
supply chain. Under a single-phase construction programme, the total duration of the
export cable construction would not exceed three years.

1.1.7

The areas affected by the cable route and HVDC converter/HVAC substation are the
responsibility of Lincolnshire County Council Highway Authority (LCC), North-East
Lincolnshire Council Highway Authority (NELC) and North Lincolnshire Council
Highway Authority (NLC). Scoping discussions have been undertaken with these three
Highway Authorities as part of Hornsea Project One and preliminary discussions have
been held regarding Hornsea Project Two. Since a significant proportion of the HGV
traffic associated with the construction is expected to use the M180 and A180, the
Highways Agency has also been consulted on the project. Details of scoping
discussions and consultation are provided in Section 8.6 of Volume 3, Chapter 8:
Traffic and Transport of the Environmental Statement.

1.1.8

The operation of the cable route will generate a negligible overall level of traffic
compared with the baseline, however there will be a noticeable increase in HGV
movements on some links during the busiest periods of the construction phase of the
project. The operation of the HVDC converter/HVAC substation will generate a small
number of staff trips with occasional maintenance vehicle movements. The
decommissioning of the cable route and the HVDC converter/HVAC substation will
generate significantly less traffic than the construction phase. Details of the traffic
generation of the operation and decommissioning phases of development are set out
in Section 8.6 of Volume 3, Chapter 8: Traffic and Transport of the ES. Detailed
assessments are therefore focused on the construction phase.

1.1.9

It is intended that the main consents and licenses associated with the implementation
of the construction works will be obtained through the Development Consent Order
(DCO) process. The implications of this are discussed within this report.
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1.1.10 The report concludes that works associated with the construction of the Project Two
onshore cable route would not lead to any significant transport impact resulting from
construction traffic with the implementation of a number of mitigation measures
relating to the timing of HGV movements, the routeing of HGVs and the management
of site access points. Suitable access arrangements for the cable route and HVDC
converter/HVAC substation construction sites have been identified. Some delays are
expected to existing highway users where trenches cross highways. Details of the
traffic management measures proposed at each of these points have been identified.
Details of the consultations with the relevant Highway Authorities and other consultees
are set out in Table 8.3 of the Traffic and Transport Chapter.
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Figure 1

Location Plan.
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2

POLICY AND GUIDELINES

4

BASELINE ENVIRONMENT

2.1.1

This TA has been prepared in accordance with the Guidelines for Transport
Assessment (GTA) (Department for Transport, 2007); the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) which states that ‘all developments that generate significant
amounts of movement should be supported by a Transport Statement or Transport
Assessment’; and the National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) relating to
Travel plans, transport assessments and statements in decision-taking (March, 2014).
Circular 02/2013: The Strategic Road Network and the Delivery of Sustainable
Development was released in September 2013. The Circular sets out the way in which
the Highways Agency will engage with communities and the development industry to
deliver sustainable development and economic growth whilst safeguarding the primary
function and purpose of the strategic road network. Circular 02/2013 replaces Circular
02/2007 and 01/2008. Circular 02/2013 states that ‘the Highways Agency supports the
economy through the provision of a safe and reliable strategic road network, which
allows for the efficient movement of people and goods’. Similarly to the NPPF, Circular
02/2013 states that ‘development should only be prevented or refused on transport
grounds where the residual cumulative impacts of development are severe’.

4.1

The Study Area

4.1.1

Road links within the study area are shown in Figure 8.1 of Volume 3, Chapter 8:
Traffic and Transport of the ES. The study area in relation to transport includes all
highways, rights of way, private accesses and railways in the vicinity of the cable route
and the HVDC converter/HVAC substation that are anticipated to be used by or
affected by the construction, operational and decommissioning traffic. The study area
also includes parts of the wider transport networks that provide links between the
cable route and HVDC converter/HVAC substation site and the strategic transport
networks, rail terminals and port facilities.

4.1.2

The study area includes all areas identified by the Highways Agency, Lincolnshire
County, North Lincolnshire and North-East Lincolnshire Highway Authorities in the
course of consultation for Hornsea Project One and Hornsea Project Two.
Highway Network

2.1.2

Details of other relevant policies at national, regional and local level and relevant
guidance documents are set out in the Traffic and Transport Chapter of the ES.

4.1.3

Details of the highway network within the study area are set out in Annex 6.8.3 of the
Traffic and Transport ES Chapter. The following paragraphs provide an overview of
the strategic highway network and the highway network providing access to the
landfall, cable route and HVDC converter/HVAC substation site.

3

CONSULTATION

Strategic Network

3.1.1

The Highways Agency (HA), Lincolnshire County Council (LCC), North Lincolnshire
Council (NLC) and North East Lincolnshire Council (NELC) Highway Authorities were
previously consulted on the scope of the TA for Hornsea Project One. Initial
consultations with the Highway Authorities and the Highways Agency have also been
undertaken for Hornsea Project Two. This TA takes into account the responses
received from both the Project One and Project Two consultations.

3.1.2

A summary of consultation responses including those made by other consultees on
the scope of the EIA is also set out in Table 8.3 of Volume 3, Chapter 8: Traffic and
Transport Chapter of the ES.

4

4.1.4

The main route into the area from the wider Strategic Road Network (SRN) is via the
M180 that runs east-west between the A180 and the M18 to the west. The M18
connects with the A1(M) and the M1 and to areas to the north of the Humber. The
M180 is a standard three lane motorway with hard shoulders suitable for the passage
of all vehicles. The M180 becomes the A180 at a point approximately 1 km to the west
of the A18 junction at Barnetby le Wold. This junction also provides access to Humber
International Airport that caters for around 320,000 passengers per year.

4.1.5

The A180 comprises the eastward extension of the M180 to Grimsby. It is a dual
carriageway with grade-separated junctions, hard strips and laybys at intervals.

4.1.6

The A160 links between the A180 and Immingham Docks. It is a single carriageway
between the A180 and South Killingholme and becomes a dual carriageway that
extends past the oil refinery and other industrial uses. Its eastern end that provides
access to Immingham Docks is a wide single carriageway.
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4.1.7

4.1.8

Access to Cable Route

The M180, A180 and A160 form part of the SRN that is the responsibility of the HA. All
other roads in the study area are the responsibility of the relevant local Highway
Authorities. North Lincolnshire Council has defined a North Lincolnshire Strategic
Road Network (NLSRN) which is designed to “create priority routes for through traffic”.
The NLSRN includes the M180, A180 and A160 as ‘category 1’ routes; the A18 as a
‘category 2’ route; and Top Road, Eastfield Road, Rosper Road, and Chase Hill Road
as ‘category 3’ roads.

4.1.14 Access to the cable route and key transport links are described in 19 individual
sections, each defined by a distinct HGV access route although in some cases a route
section has more than one access if access is possible from each end of the section.
The HGV access routes are illustrated in Figure 8.2 of Volume 3, Chapter 8: Traffic
and Transport (HGV access routes are reproduced in this TA as 4 with details
provided in Appendix A). The proposed HGV access route in each section is identified
in the following paragraphs in order to clarify the extent of the highway network being
assessed. For the most part, the access points and HGV routes are the same as those
previously proposed for Hornsea Project One. There are a small number of additional
access points for Hornsea Project Two, resulting in additional HGV routes, and these
are highlighted in the following paragraphs.

It is expected that large components for the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site will
be transported by water. The closest docks are at Immingham and this is capable of
accommodating the components. A main access for the docks is located adjacent to
Rosper Road that provides access to the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site on
Chase Hill Road. The route avoids all bridges and has no constraints for the passage
of abnormal loads. If the large components were delivered to other docks the route to
the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site would be via the A180, A160 and either via
Eastfield Road or Rosper Road. The route via Rosper Road passes under a railway
bridge.

Landfall to Louth Canal TT Crossing (Route Section 1)
4.1.15 The existing highway network in the vicinity of the landfall is constrained in terms of
width. Sheep Marsh Lane is a single track road with passing places. Forward visibility
is good. The road currently carries some agricultural traffic and visitors to the car park
at Horseshoe Point, with access to an area of public open space. The Environment
Agency (EA) has recently undertaken works to the sea defences in this area. There is
an unsurfaced route available along the top of the sea wall to the north of the car park.
The route would only be used for emergency, operational and maintenance purposes.

A18, A46 and A16
4.1.9

The A18 forms a grade separated junction with the A180 just to the east of the M180.
This continues past Humberside International Airport and then runs generally northwest to south-east parallel with the coast. The road passes through some settlements
(Melton Ross and Great Limber) but is generally of a good standard and is suitable for
the passage of heavy goods vehicles.

4.1.16 A single track lane leads north from Sheep Marsh Lane towards the cable route at a
piggery.

4.1.10 The A46 approaches the study area from Lincoln to the south-west. The A46 forms
part of the HA’s SRN between the M1 and Lincoln and has recently been dualled and
widened in places as part of the Newark-Widmerpool improvement scheme. To the
north-east of Lincoln the A46 passes through a number of settlements and is of
variable standard although generally suitable for the passage of all vehicle types.

4.1.17 The priority T-junction of Sheep Marsh Lane with the A1031 has good visibility in both
directions.
4.1.18 In order to reach Sheep Marsh Lane it is necessary to either travel on the B1201 from
the A16 through North Thoresby or travel through Tetney which links to the A16 to the
north via Station Road. The simple priority junction of the B1201 with the A16 has
good visibility. The simple priority junction of Station Road with the A16 has good
visibility.

4.1.11 The A46 to the west of the A18 has minor sensitivity to changes in traffic flows.
4.1.12 The A46 crosses the A18 west of Laceby and continues towards Cleethorpes/Grimsby
as a dual-carriageway with a 50 mph speed limit.

4.1.19

Sea Lane (continuing as Kenneth Campbell Road) varies in width between 4.3 m and
5.5 m and passes North Cotes Church of England Primary School, residential
dwellings around the airfield. There is no footway connection between North Cotes
Church of England Primary School to the west and the residential area around the
airfield to the east.

4.1.20

It is proposed to access the cable route via Sheep Marsh Lane with a link north to the
cable route via the piggery.

4.1.13 The A16 runs north-south linking Grimsby north with areas to the south towards the
Wash and beyond to Stamford where it connects with the A1. The A16 is generally of
a good standard and caters for all vehicle types although it passes through a number
of small settlements.

5
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Louth Canal Crossing to Tetney Drain TT Crossing (Route Section 2)

A16 to B1203 (Brigsley) (Route Section 5)

4.1.21 The existing access to New Delights, which incorporates a bridge that crosses Tetney
Drain represents the most practical opportunity to access the short section of cable
route between the TT sites east of the Louth Canal TT crossing. The access into New
Delights has constrained forward visibility for vehicles turning right into the access
although this could be improved by formalising the junction and moving the right turn
into New Delights further to the south-east.

4.1.27 The cable route crosses the A16, a busy link between Grimsby and the south. The
cable route passes close to Waithe Lane to the west of the A16. Waithe Lane is a very
narrow link (width 3.0 m-3.6 m) with few opportunities for vehicles to pass and is
unsuitable for construction traffic. At Brigsley, Waithe Lane passes through part of the
village and is very constrained. Visibility to the left for vehicles turning out of Waithe
Lane onto the B1203 falls short of standards. Waithe Lane is also used by walkers. It
has therefore been discounted as a means of accessing the cable route.

4.1.22 To reach New Delights it is necessary to travel via Tetney Lock Road and Tetney. The
simple priority junction of Tetney Lock Road with the A1031 has good visibility. The
route through Tetney is through a residential area with some sensitive receptors
although the road itself is of a standard that allows the safe passing of HGVs. An
alternative route is from the north via the A1031 through New Waltham although this
route requires vehicles to travel through a number of built-up areas and has thus been
discounted.

4.1.28 Access from the east to this section of the cable route is proposed directly from the
west of the A16 immediately to the north of the Station Road junction in the vicinity of
an existing field access.
4.1.29 The B1203 is of a reasonable standard and provides a link to the A18 to the south
through Brigsley. The B1203 forms a roundabout junction with the A18 to the southwest of Brigsley. The roundabout has a diameter of around 32m and is able to
accommodate the turning movements of all vehicle types.

Tetney Drain TT Crossing to A1031 Humberston Road (Route Section 3)

4.1.30 Brigsley contains residential properties, a church and has narrow footways along the
B1203 in places.

4.1.23 The short section of the cable route between Tetney Drain and the A1031 Humberston
Road can be accessed from the north of Tetney Lock Road. This route also requires
construction traffic to travel through Tetney.

4.1.31 There is opportunity to gain access to the cable route north of Brigsley on both the
eastern and western sides of the B1203 although care would be required to minimise
the impact on the existing tree belts.

4.1.24 If the TT crossing at Tetney drain is undertaken before the main cable route works it
will be necessary to gain access to the north of the TT crossing via a temporary
access on the northern side of Tetney Lock Road to the east of the New Delights
access.

B1203 to B1219 (Waltham) (Route Section 6)
4.1.32 This route section is accessible from the B1203 and the B1219 west of Waltham.

A1031 Humberston Road to A16 (Route Section 4)

4.1.33 The B1219 provides a good standard link to the A18 to the west. The B1219 forms a
simple priority junction with the A18 with good visibility. The B1219 passes through
Barnoldby le Beck which contains a number of residential properties set back from the
carriageway with footways generally behind verges.

4.1.25 This section of the cable route can be accessed from Station Road which runs
between the A16 and Tetney. Other access points to this section of the cable route
would be via roads to the north and west of Tetney. To access the A1031 or Holton
Road requires vehicles to pass through Tetney unless they approach from the north
through New Waltham. Holton Road is a narrow residential road with on-street
parking, limited footway provision and subject to poor forward visibility within the
village. The route via Holton Road has therefore been discounted for HGVs, but may
be used for some light vehicles.

4.1.34 There are opportunities to access the cable route both north and south of Waltham
Road.
B1219 to Team Gate Drain (Route Section 7)
4.1.35 Access to the short section of cable route between the B1219 and Team Gate Drain
can be achieved directly from the north of the B1219 Waltham Road. Access to the TT
works is also proposed via Bradley Road.

4.1.26 Station Road is of a good standard and provides opportunities to access the cable
route in several places. Three possible access points have been identified on the
northern side of Station Road: one to the east of the line of the dismantled railway, one
to the west of the line of the dismantled railway, and one close to the junction of
Station Road with A16.

6
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Team Gate Drain to A46 TT Crossing (Laceby) (Route Section 8)

Laceby Beck TT Crossing to A1173 (Stallingborough) (Route Section 10)

4.1.36 The cable route continues north from Team Gate Drain. It is not possible to access
this section via the B1219 since vehicles would not be able to cross Team Gate Drain.
In order to access the eastern part of this cable route section it is necessary to travel
via Bradley Road. In order to access Bradley Road from Waltham Road it is necessary
to negotiate a mini-roundabout within Waltham. The mini-roundabout has a diameter
of around 21m with splitter islands on every arm facilitating pedestrian crossing.
Bradley Road is generally of a good standard with residential properties at its northern
and southern ends and some sensitive receptors, particularly at its northern end where
it forms a junction with the A46.

4.1.42 The cable route crosses Aylesby Road which is a narrow lane generally with good
forward visibility. Aylesby Road is subject to a ban on HGVs over 7.5 tonnes. The
section of Aylesby Road to the south of the cable route that links to the A18 passes
through Aylesby which has on-street parking, intermittent footways and sensitive
receptors. Aylesby Road has been ruled out as an HGV access to the cable route
although it may be necessary for the route to be used to access the TT site north of
Laceby Beck if this TT crossing is undertaken in advance of the main cable route
works. Details of the number of HGV movements through sensitive areas associated
with TT works are set out in paragraph 5.3.7 of this report.

4.1.37 It would be possible to gain access to the cable route from Bradley Road using a route
through Netherwood Farm, or via an access into the compound situated in the field
south of Netherwood Farm

4.1.43 The cable route crosses Wells Road to the north of Aylesby Road. Wells Road is a
narrow lane running from the B1210 at its northern end to the A1173 where it connects
500m north of the A1173/A18 junction. It is subject to a ban on HGVs over 7.5 tonnes.
Two HGVs are unable to pass each other in places along this road although the use of
the southern section of Wells Road is considered suitable to gain access to part of the
cable route.

4.1.38 The route through Netherwood Farm, or via an access into the compound situated in
the field to the south of Netherwood Farm, would also provide access to TT works
north of Team Gate Drain if these are undertaken before the main cable route works.

4.1.44 The A1173 is a good standard road between the A18 and the B1210. At its southern
end the A1173 forms a priority junction with the A18 with a right turn ghost island.
Visibility is good at the junction.

4.1.39 Access to the northern part of this route section is possible directly from the south of
the A46. The A46 in the vicinity of the cable route is a dual-carriageway suitable for
the passage of all vehicle types. If access to the cable route were to be gained to the
south of the A46 it would be necessary for vehicles approaching from the A18 to the
west to U-turn at the Morrisons roundabout approximately 1 km to the east of the
cable route. The access would therefore be left-in, left-out.

4.1.45 At its northern end the A1173 forms a roundabout junction with the B1210. The B1210
continues to the south-east towards the link to the A180 through Healing. Healing
contains sensitive receptors including a large secondary school and is not suitable for
significant numbers of HGVs. To the north-west the B1210 continues towards
Immingham which contains residential development and a public house on the section
that would be used to link with the A160 to the north. Immingham also contains
schools although not immediately adjacent to the B1210. The B1210 has footways and
is lit through Immingham.

4.1.40 The A46 forms a roundabout junction with the A18 to the south-west of Laceby. The
roundabout has a diameter of around 64m and can accommodate the turning of all
vehicles.
A46 TT Crossing to Laceby Beck TT crossing (Route Section 9)

4.1.46 HGV access to this section of the cable route is proposed from four possible points.
The first is via an existing farm track that leaves Beach Holt Lane/Nooking Lane to the
east of the A18 and to the west of Aylesby and joins the cable route to the north-east.
The junction will require some widening.

4.1.41 HGV access to this section of the cable route is proposed via an existing field access
from the A46 to the east of Laceby and to the east of the cable route. A left-in, left-out
junction is proposed. The access has provision for vehicles to decelerate and
accelerate when leaving or joining the A46.

4.1.47 The second is via the existing eastern access to Manor Farm onto Nooking Lane,
where there is sufficient visibility onto Nooking Lane / Main Road to accommodate
HGVs.
4.1.48 The third possible access point is via a new temporary access to the south of Wells
Road using the southern section of Wells Road that connects with the A1173 and A18
to the south-west.
4.1.49 The fourth possible access point is a new temporary junction to the east of the A1173
south of Stallingborough Grange Farm. The access is located on the outside of a bend
allowing good visibility for emerging vehicles.
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A1173 to North Beck Drain (Route Section 11)

4.1.56 Two accesses to the cable route between the railway and the A180 are proposed. The
first utilises an existing left-in left-out access to a petrol filling station on the southern
side of the A180. The petrol filling station access is designed to accept HGVs and the
petrol filling station forecourt directly abuts a proposed compound for the cable route
to the west. Vehicles accessing the cable route from the west would need to undertake
a U-turn movement using the grade separated roundabout of A180/A1173 to the west
in order to enter the petrol filling station access from A180 westbound.

4.1.50 It is proposed to access the section of the route between the A1173 and North Beck
Drain via an access to the north-east of the northern bend in the vicinity of
Stallingborough Grange Farm.
North Beck Drain to Gas Pipeline (Route Section 12)
4.1.51 The cable route crosses the Keelby Road that runs between the A18 to the south-west
and the B1210 to the north-west. Keelby Road is subject to a restriction on HGVs over
7.5 tonnes. The road is of restricted width and insufficient to allow the passing of two
HGVs in places. Keelby itself contains a number of sensitive receptors. The priority
junction of Keelby Road with the B1210 to the north has good visibility. Vehicles
approaching from the north would have to pass through the south-eastern edge of
Immingham along the B1210.

The second is as proposed for Hornsea Project One, via an existing gated farm
access that joins the B1210 Station Road just to the south-west of the A180. The
simple priority access has good visibility.
4.1.57 The farm access can be approached from the south-west on the B1210 through
Habrough. The B1210 through Habrough is of a good standard. The road passes
residential properties that are set back, a public house and an equestrian centre. At
the level crossing in Habrough there is a tight right angled bend. Large and heavy
vehicles are required to seek permission before passing across the level crossing.
Further to the south it is possible to access the A18 via the B1211 through Brocklesby.
This is a road of good standard. Through Brocklesby residential properties are set
back from the road and a footway is provided on one side of the road. The B1211
connects with the A18 to the west of Keelby at a priority junction with good visibility.

4.1.52 It is proposed to gain access to the cable route section between North Beck Drain and
the gas pipeline to the north-west of Keelby Road via the northern section of Keelby
Road thus avoiding the need for any heavy vehicles to pass through Keelby.
Gas Pipeline to Railway (Route Section 13)
4.1.53 It may be possible to access the short section of the cable route between the gas
pipeline and the railway from Keelby Road. This assumes that it is possible for heavy
vehicles to cross the gas pipeline with suitable ground reinforcement if necessary. If,
for engineering reasons, it is not possible to cross the gas pipeline with heavy
vehicles, it will be necessary to gain access to the short section of cable route
between the gas pipeline and the railway via Roxton Road, a narrow single track lane.
Roxton Road crosses the railway at a level crossing. Vertical alignment restricts
forward visibility at the bridge over the A180. Roxton Road continues to the south to
join Keelby Road to the north-east of Keelby. Roxton Road is used by walkers and is
crossed by a public right of way between Stallingborough and Habrough. A number of
measures would need to be put in place to facilitate works in this location. These are
described below.

4.1.58 It is possible to travel from the A18 directly to Habrough on the B1210 without the
need to pass through Great Limber.
4.1.59 The approach to the farm access from the north is from the A160 Habrough Road.
This is of a good standard between Habrough and the A160. North of the A180 overbridge, Habrough Road forms a mini-roundabout junction with the B1210 to
Immingham. The mini-roundabout has a diameter of around 13 m. The miniroundabout is constrained by the presence of a church on one corner, a hotel and
other properties. Footways are provided on one side on two of the arms and two sides
on one of the arms. Vehicles passing between the A160 and the farm access are not
required to turn at the mini-roundabout. Vehicles travelling from the A160 to
Immingham are required to turn left at the mini-roundabout.

4.1.54 It may be possible for light vehicles to access the TT site north of the railway using the
existing farm track that passes through Immingham Grange and connects with Roxton
Road north of the railway.

4.1.60 Given the constraints in passing through Habrough it is proposed that light vehicles
approach the farm access from the north from the A160 and Habrough Road.
A180 to Habrough Road (Route Section 15)

Railway to A180 (Route Section 14)
4.1.61 Two accesses to the cable route south of the A160 are proposed. The first utilises an
existing left-in left-out access to a petrol filling station on the northern side of the A180.
The petrol filling station access is designed to accept access by HGVs. An existing
stub from the petrol filling station forecourt top the west is proposed to be widened to
provide access to the cable route and a construction compound.

4.1.55 Access to the TT site north of the railway is proposed onto the cable route corridor
from Roxton Road.
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Railway to Chase Hill Road (Route Section 18)

4.1.62 The second access to route section 15 is via Habrough Road. This is not subject to
any particular constraints relating to the passage of vehicle types.

4.1.71 Access to this cable route section is proposed via Church Lane (also known as
Nicholson Road) which connects with Eastfield Road at a priority junction with good
visibility. Eastfield Road forms a signalised junction with the A160 dual-carriageway to
the west of the oil refinery. Eastfield Road is of a good standard and currently provides
access to the oil refinery and other industrial sites. All HGV traffic would be routed via
Eastfield Road and not through North Killingholme.

4.1.63 Habrough Road joins the A160 at a roundabout with a diameter of around 50 m which
is suitable for HGV turning movements.
4.1.64 It may also be necessary to gain direct access to the short section of cable route
between the A180 and the B1210 Immingham Road. An access point is proposed on
the southern side of the B1210 Immingham Road. Vehicles approaching from the
A160 would not be required to travel through Immingham but would have to negotiate
the mini-roundabout at Habrough Church.

4.1.72 Access to the TT site at Chase Hill Road is proposed via Chase Hill Road.
Chase Hill Road to Converter/Substation Route (Section 19)

Habrough Road to A160 (Route Section 16)
4.1.73 The HVDC converter/HVAC substation site lies to the west of the existing Killingholme
Substation. The section of cable route between Chase Hill Road and the HVDC
converter/HVAC substation site will be accessed from the north of Chase Hill Road
(Brick Lane). The section of Chase Hill Road between Eastfield Road and Rosper
Road is of a good standard and currently provides access to the Killingholme
Substation and Killingholme Power Station.

4.1.65 Access is proposed to this route from Faulding Lane, which is routed eastwards from
Habrough Road. Faulding Lane has a 7.5t weight east of Habrough Road but is
sufficiently wide between Habrough Road and the cable route access to permit two
HGVs to pass.
4.1.66 A further access to the southern TT site is proposed to the east of Habrough Road,
which is not subject to any restrictions.

4.1.74 The HVDC converter/HVAC substation site will be accessed via the existing
Killingholme Power Station access road that forms a junction with Chase Hill Road to
the west of Rosper Road. The access road is straight and has a minimum width of
6.2m (narrowing from around 7.0m at the junction with Chase Hill Road) with wide
verges on either side.

A160 to Railway (Route Section 17)
4.1.67 Access to the cable route immediately north of the A160 is proposed via the existing
residential access road on the northern side of the A160 immediately to the west of the
A160/Habrough Road roundabout. The access would be left-in, left-out.
4.1.68 It is likely that the Highways Agency’s A160/A180 Port of Immingham Improvements
scheme would be implemented before Hornsea Project Two. In this situation, the
residential access road would be accessed via a new spur from the new road
alignment to join Top Road at the junction with Greengate Lane.
4.1.69 If the TT crossing at the railway is undertaken before the main cable route works it
may be necessary for a number of HGVs to gain access to the TT site via the cable
route to the east of Top Road.
4.1.70 The A160 is suitable for the passage of all vehicle types and provides the main link
between the North Killingholme industrial area and the Strategic Road Network (SRN).
It would be significantly upgraded as part of the Highways Agency’s A160/A180 Port of
Immingham Improvements.
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4.2

Existing restrictions on Street works

4.2.1

A search has been made for any links affected by the construction works that may be,
protected streets or streets with special engineering difficulties or those subject to
restrictions on works as a result of substantial road works. The search has revealed
that in the North Lincolnshire section of the study area Rosper Road is designated as
having ‘Special Engineering Difficulty’ and Eastfield Road is designated as ‘Special
Engineering Difficulty and Traffic Sensitive’. No works are proposed on either of these
links as part of the project. In the North East Lincolnshire section of the study area
Waltham Road, Brigsley, the A46 Laceby dual-carriageway and Riby Road are defined
as ‘Traffic Sensitive’ between the hours 07:30 and 09:30 and between 15:30 and
18:30. The impact of the proposed introduction of temporary shuttle working on the
A46 has been assessed. Details are provided in Section 0 below. Both Waithe Lane
and Aylesby Road, Aylesby are defined as ‘Special Engineering Difficulty’ in relation to
the presence of culverts. Any issues arising from this will be considered at the detailed
design stage. Roxton Road is defined as ‘Special Engineering Difficulty’ in relation to
the level crossing. No works are proposed to this level crossing. In the Lincolnshire
section of the study area, a section of the A18 in the vicinity of the B1210 has been
subject to a notice of ‘Substantial Road Works’. No works are proposed in this area.
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4.3

Personal Injury Accidents

4.3.1

Personal injury accident (PIA) data has been analysed for the latest available five year
period (1 January 2009 to 31 December 2013) for the local area and the routes
expected to be used to access the cable route. The study area covers three highway
authorities: Lincolnshire County Council (LCC), North Lincolnshire Council (NLC) and
North East Lincolnshire Council (NELC).

4.3.2

Annex 6.8.5 shows a summary of the personal injury accident records. Details of the
original accident data can be supplied on request. Table 1 shows accident rates in the
study area.

Table 1

Link

Summary of accident rates
Link

AADT
(2013)(1)

Millions of
vehicle
kilometre
s per year
(2)

Personal
Injury
Accident
s (PIAs)
over 5
years (3)

National
average
accident
rates/PIAs
per million
vehicle
km (4)

PIAs per
million
vehicle
km

AADT
(2013)(1)

Millions of
vehicle
kilometre
s per year
(2)

Personal
Injury
Accident
s (PIAs)
over 5
years (3)

National
average
accident
rates/PIAs
per million
vehicle
km (4)

PIAs per
million
vehicle
km

A18 between
B1210 and A1173

7,595

26.06

18

0.381

0.138

A18 between
A1173 and A46

12,601

15.18

12

0.381

0.158

A18 between A46
and B1203

5,238

12.43

37

0.381

0.596*

A18 between
B1203 and A16

4,068

14.25

35

0.381

0.491*

A16 between A18
and B1219

12,461

46.85

78

0.381

0.333

A1173 between
A18 and B1210

2,789

3.67

11

0.381

0.600*

A180 between
M180 and A160

33,207

106.66

34

0.381

0.064

A46 between A18
and Morrisons
Roundabout

15,287

16.74

12

0.381

0.143

A160 between
A180 and Ulceby
Road, including
A180 junction

13,970

5.10

23

0.381

0.902*

A46 between
Caistor (A1173)
and A18

7,035

24.39

43

0.381

0.353

B1203 between
A18 and Waltham,
B1219

2,890

4.75

6

0.404

0.253

B1201 between
A16 and A1031,
via North Thoresby

1,986

2.75

8

0.404

0.581*

A1031 between
B1219 and B1201,
via Tetney

3,175

7.65

21

0.381

0.549*

A1031 between
B1201 and Sheep
Marsh Lane

2,820

3.50

8

0.381

0.457

A160 between
Ulceby Road and
Rosper Road
Eastfield
Road/Chase Hill
Road/Rosper
Road between
A160 and site and
back to A160

11,913

2,326

15.22

5.43

14

3

0.381

0.844

0.184

0.110

Habrough
Road/Killingholme
Road between
A160 and B1210

4,274

B1210 between
A18 and A1136

3,986

24.00

50

0.404

0.417

A18 between A180
and B1210

10,932

25.54

49

0.381

0.384

2.81

5

0.4040.844

0.356

(1) Annual average daily traffic (AADT) derived from traffic surveys / DfT Flows
(2) AADT multiplied by length of link
(3) Information supplied by LCC / Humberside Police
(4) Average accident rates from Table 4/1 COBA Manual, (DfT, 2004)
* Links with accident rates more than 25% above the national average
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4.3.3

4.3.4

4.3.5

Typical average accident rates for single carriageway roads with speed limits of 30
mph to 40 mph (within urban locations) are around 0.844 PIAs per million vehicle km.
For other locations typical accident rates for single carriageway roads are around
0.404 PIAs per million vehicle km or 0.381 PIAs per million vehicle km for single
carriageway A roads.
Where observed accident rates are slightly in excess of national averages this does
not necessarily indicate a poor safety record. Accident rates significantly above
average rates (defined as over 25% higher than national average rates) are more
likely to indicate a need for more detailed assessment. These links are marked with a *
in Table 1.
There are six links where accident rates are more than 25% above national average
rates. These are:


A160 between A180 and Ulceby Road, including A180 junction;



A18 between A46 and B1203;



A18 between B1203 and A16;



A1173 between A18 and B1210;



B1201 between A16 and A1031, via North Thoresby; and



A1031 between B1219 and B1201, via Tetney.

4.3.6

One further link has an accident rate between 10% and 25% above national average,
the A1031 between B1201 and Sheep Marsh Lane.

4.3.7

Analysis of the accident records for the A18 and surrounding highway links, in
response to the concerns of the local highway authorities, indicates that there is a high
accident record on some sections of the A18, including six fatal accidents recorded
over approximately 12.5km during the five year period examined. In particular, the
following areas are of note:


Sixteen PIAs occurred at on in the close vicinity of the A18 junction south of the
Barnetby interchange;



Eleven PIAs occurred at or close to the A18/B1211 junction and the adjacent
railway bridge, east of Melton Ross;



Five PIAs occurred at or near the sharp bend and junction with the B1211 at
Keelby;



Six PIAs occurred on the A18 at or in the vicinity of the A1173 junction (Riby
crossroads). This included two fatal accidents. A further ten PIAs occurred on the
A1173;

Three PIAs occurred at the junction of the A18 and Beech Holt Lane near
Aylesby. A further nine accidents occurred on Nooking Lane/Main Road/Aylesby
Road passing through Aylesby;



Twelve PIAs occurred at the roundabout junction of the A18 and the A46;



A total of 64 PIAs occurred on the single carriageway link of the A18 between the
A46 and the A16, a distance of 16km. Four of these PIAs, all within NELC, were
fatal; eight PIAs involved at least one HGV and 11 involved at least one
motorcycle. It is noted that NELC reduced the speed limit on their section
following the fatal PIA in 2012. However on the LCC section to the south, the
national speed limit still applies; and



There were eight PIAs at the junction of the A18 and the A16, of which three
involved an HGV and two a motorcycle.

4.3.8

Two accidents recorded on the A18 within the study area were given a causal factor
related to road condition during the five year period assessed. The first was the
accident labelled A-8 on the plans which form Annex 6.8.5. This serious severity
accident occurred on the right-hand bend close to the junction with B1211, which is
within the area for which LCC is the Highway Authority. A motorcycle failed to
negotiate the right-hand bend and left the carriageway to the nearside.

4.3.9

The second fatal accident on the A18 resulted from a car skidding on a defective road
surface on a bend and colliding head-on with an HGV on a stretch of the A18 south of
the A46, within the NELC area. This accident is labelled G50 on the plans which form
Annex 6.8.5. All five occupants of the car were killed. The accident occurred at 1225
on an April weekday in with dry road conditions. Following this accident, the speed
limit on this section of the A18 (within the NELC area) was reduced.

4.3.10 Responding to the concerns of LCC highway authority in relation to B1201 and A1031:

Five PIAs occurred at the crossroads junction to the east of Great Limber, in the
vicinity of Brocklesby Park Primary School;







Thirteen PIAs occurred at or close to the junction of the A16 and B1201 at North
Thoresby. The right turn from the B1201 was a factor in several of these PIAs;



There were five PIAs on the A1031 between Fleetway and Sheep Marsh Lane,
four of them on a sharp bend;



There was a fatal PIA on the A1031 east of the B1201 junction;



There was a fatal PIA on Tetney Lock Road;



There were seven PIAs on the A1031 as it passes through Tetney.

4.3.11 The assessment of accident data is based on all vehicle types. It is shown below that
the overall increase in vehicle movements associated with the construction of the
proposed development is not significant and it is the increase in HGV movements that
prompts the need for a further level of assessment.
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4.3.12 There have been three fatal accidents involving HGVs recorded in the five year period
assessed (1 January 2009 to 31 December 2013). These accidents are shown
diagrammatically in Annex 6.8.5 Annex of the Traffic and Transport ES Chapter. Fatal
accident reference A-29 involved an HGV and a motorcycle at the junction of A18 with
A1173; fatal accident reference G-45 involved an HGV and a pedal cycle on the A18
at Barnoldby le Beck; and fatal accident reference G-50 involved an HGV and a car on
the A18 south of the A46.

4.3.16 On the A160 between the A180 and Ulceby Road, within the LCC area: the first slight
HGV accident involved a collision between two HGVs, one of which lost control when
its load moved under braking in icy conditions at 0930 on a February weekday; the
second slight HGV accident involved a car turning into the path of an oncoming HGV
in dry conditions at 2235 on a February weekday; and the third slight HGV accident
was a result of a van driver suffering a medical incident at the wheel before colliding
with an oncoming HGV, the accident occurred in dry conditions at 0759 on a July
weekday. The serious accident in the LCC area involved a vehicle entering the
oncoming carriageway to avoid collision with stationary traffic before colliding head-on
with an oncoming HGV, the accident occurred in wet/damp conditions at 0946 on an
August weekday.

4.3.13 In addition, a more detailed analysis of accidents involving HGVs and accidents
recorded on the Hornsea Project Two HGV routes have been undertaken.
Further Analysis of Accidents involving HGVs

4.3.17 On the A160 between the A180 and Ulceby Road, within the NELC area, the first
slight HGV accident involved a single HGV losing control and leaving the carriageway
in dry conditions at 1910 on a July weekday; the second slight HGV accident involved
the trailer of an HGV moving resulting in the driver losing control, the accident
occurred in dry conditions at 1226 on a Sunday in January in dry conditions; the first
serious HGV accident within the NELC area involved a van impacting an HGV whilst
undertaking an illegal U-turn, the accident occurred at 0814 on a January weekday in
dry conditions; and the second serious HGV accident involved a left-hand-drive HGV
veering into the path of a car, the accident occurred at 0830 on a June weekday in dry
conditions.

4.3.14 The assessment of accident data supplied by the various Highway Authorities and
summarised in paragraphs 8.5.84 to 8.5.94 of Volume 3, Chapter 8: Traffic and
Transport of the ES is based on all vehicle types. It has been shown that the overall
increase in vehicle movements associated with the construction of the proposed
development is not significant and it is the increase in HGV movements that prompts
the need for a further level of assessment.
4.3.15 The analysis of accident data over the latest five year period provided by NLC, NELC
and LCC (Table 8.6 of Volume 3, Chapter 8: Traffic and Transport of the ES) indicates
the following number of personal injury accidents involving HGVs over the past five
years on the links identified as having significantly higher than average accident rates,
which are shown diagrammatically in Annex 6.8.5:


4.3.18 Overall, given the high number of HGVs using the A160 and the absence of a
common contributory factor it is considered that this section of highway has low
sensitivity to increases in HGV flows.

A160 between A180 and Ulceby Road, including A180 junction: 3 slight and 1
serious accident involving HGVs with the NLC area, and 2 slight and 2 serious
accidents involving HGVs in the NELC area;



A18 between A46 and B1203: 1 slight and 2 fatal accidents involving HGVs, in
the NELC area;



A18 between B1203 and A16: 1 serious accident involving HGVs in the NELC
area and 2 slight and 1 serious accidents within the LCC area;



A1173 between A18 and B1210: No accidents involving HGVs within either the
LCC or NELC areas;



B1201 between A16 and A1031, via North Thoresby: No accidents involving
HGVs, LCC area; and



A1031 between B1219 and B1201, via Tetney: No accidents involving HGVs
within either the LCC or the NELC areas.

4.3.19 On the A18 between A46 and B1203, which is only within the NELC area: the slight
severity HGV accident occurred when an HGV clipped a motorcyclist whilst both were
overtaking another vehicle, causing injury to the motorcyclist in dry conditions at 1500
on a July weekday; the first fatal HGV accident was the result of an HGV striking the
rear of a pedal cycle at 0940 on a December Saturday, the causal factors include
“dazzling sun” and “windscreen dirty or scratched”; the second fatal HGV accident
resulted from a car skidding on a defective road surface on a bend and colliding headon with an HGV. All five occupants of the car were killed. The accident occurred at
1225 on an April weekday in with dry road conditions. Following this accident, the
speed limit on this section of the A18 (within the NELC area) was reduced.
4.3.20 As a result of the incidence of fatalities and accidents involving two-wheelers, but
taking into account the introduction of a reduced speed limit following the recorded
fatalities; it is considered that this section of the A18 has medium sensitivity to
increases in HGV flows.
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4.3.21 On the A18 between B1203 and A16: the serious HGV accident with the NELC area
involved an HGV entering the A18 turning across the path of a motorcyclist, the
accident occurrence on a weekday in August in dry conditions. Within the LCC area:
the first slight accident involved a single HGV which swerved, the accident happened
1t 1109 on a weekday in July; the second slight severity HGV accident resulted from
the HGV driver being distracted from within the vehicle, no other vehicle was involved,
the accident occurred and 0845 on a June weekday; the serious severity accident
involved a poor overtaking manoeuvre by a car which was impacted by the rightturning HGV it was trying to overtake.

4.3.26 The diagrams in Appendix H also highlight the locations of the fatal accidents on the
HGV route and show which route sections will be used in each of the four phases.
These diagrams have been used in conjunction with the overall accident plots to
identify areas on the Hornsea Project 2 HGV routes which have a poor accident
record.
A180-A160 (Cable route sections 12-20 and converter station)
4.3.27 The A180/A160 route gives access to the final sections of the cable route and the
converter station, which will be constructed in Phases 1, 2 and 3. It also gives access
to the more rural area to the south, which will take HGV traffic in Phases 1, 3 and 4.

4.3.22 The HGV accidents on this section of the A18 appear to result from human error and
accordingly, it is considered that this section of the A18 has low sensitivity to increases
in HGV flows.

4.3.28 In general, a high proportion of the accidents on the A180, the A160 and the industrial
area accesses by Eastfield Road and Rosper Road involved at least one HGV. The
following areas are of particular note:

4.3.23 The A1173 between A18 and B1210, the B1201 between A16 and A1031, and the
A1031 between B1219 and B1201 have had no reported HGV accidents over the five
year period assessed, however it is accepted that this is against a background of a low
number of HGVs using these routes. Accordingly, it is considered that these links have
low sensitivity to increases in HGV flows.



The A180 to the immediate east of the M180 junction has a high accident rate,
with nineteen PIAs over approximately 2.5km. Eleven of these PIAs involved an
HGV;



There were sixteen PIAs at the A180/A160 interchange. Five of these were
serious, and five involved an HGV;



There was a cluster of nine PIAs in South Killingholme, either on the A160 or at
the northern end of Habrough Road. Four of these were serious, three involved
an HGV and one an agricultural vehicle;



There were four PIAs at the A160/Rosper Road junction, of which three involved
an HGV;



The B1210 between Habrough Road and Roxton Road, a distance of 2.8 km, has
had twelve PIAs including one which was fatal. Most PIAs occurred on bends,
including three at the Pelham Road junction on the edge of Immingham, in which
a motorcycle, pedal cycle and pedestrian were involved; and



Eight PIAs occurred in the region of the level crossing on the B1210 between
Roxton Road and Keelby Road.

Further Analysis of Accidents on Hornsea Project Two HGV Routes
4.3.24 Accidents on the HGV route are a sub-set of the overall PIA data as shown on the
accident plots in Annex 6.8.5 Annex of the Traffic and Transport ES Chapter. To help
distinguish the accidents relevant to the HGV route, a set of three diagrams has been
produced and provided within Appendix H to this Transport Assessment document
(Annex 6.8.1 Annex of the Traffic and Transport ES Chapter) to cover the following
areas:


A180-A160 (Cable routes 12 to 20 and converter station);



A18-A46 (Cable route sections 6 to 11); and



A16-A1031 (Cable route sections 1 to 5).

4.3.25 The diagrams in Appendix H summarise the accidents on the HGV route, breaking
down the links into shorter sections. For each link, the PIAs are illustrated as follows:


Total PIAs



Fatal PIAs



Serious PIAs



PIAs with at least one HGV involved



PIAs with at least one motorcycle involved



PIAs with at least one pedal cycle involved



PIAs with at least one pedestrian involved

A18-A46 (Cable route sections 6-11 and onward access to sections 1-5)
4.3.29 The A18 is the main route to cable route sections 1 to 11, with the A46 providing an
alternative route via Caistor. Cable route sections 6 to 11 are accessed via roads off
the A18, i.e. the A1173, Aylesby Road, the A46 (where HGVs turn at the ‘Morrisons’
roundabout), Waltham Road and the B1203. This route passes through all three local
authorities before joining the A16 at Ludborough, from where cable routes 1 to 5 are
accessed. The A18 varies in standard and in traffic flows. It will take HGV traffic in all
four phases, though primarily the phases 1, 2 and 3.
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4.3.30 There is a poor accident record on some sections of the A18, including six fatal
accidents over approximately 12.5km. Particular areas are of note:



Thirteen PIAs occurred at or close to the junction of the A16 and B1201 at North
Thoresby. The right turn from the B1201 was a factor in several of these PIAs;



There were five PIAs on the A1031 between Fleetway and Sheep Marsh Lane,
four of them on a sharp bend. This short link will be used in Phase 1 only, to give
access to the Landfall area;



Sixteen PIAs occurred at on in the close vicinity of the A18 junction south of the
Barnetby interchange;



Eleven PIAs occurred at or close to the A18/B1211 junction and the adjacent
railway bridge, east of Melton Ross;



Five PIAs occurred at the crossroads junction to the east of Great Limber, in the
vicinity of Brocklesby Park Primary School;

There was a fatal PIA on the A1031 east of the B1201 junction. Again, this link
will be used in Phase 1 only;



Five PIAs occurred at or near the sharp bend and junction with the B1211 at
Keelby;

There was a fatal PIA on Tetney Lock Road. This link will be used during Phases
2 and 3; and



There were seven PIAs on the A1031 as it passes through Tetney. This link will
be used during Phases 2 and 3.





Six PIAs occurred on the A18 at or in the vicinity of the A1173 junction (Riby
crossroads). This included two fatal accidents. A further ten PIAs occurred on
the A1173, which will be used to access cable route section 11 in Phase 2;



Three PIAs occurred at the junction of the A18 and Beech Holt Lane near
Aylesby. A further nine accidents occurred on Nooking Lane/Main Road/Aylesby
Road passing through Aylesby. This route gives access to TT works in Phase 1.



Twelve PIAs occurred at the roundabout junction of the A18 and the A46;



A total of 64 PIAs occurred on the single carriageway link of the A18 between the
A46 and the A16, a distance of 16km. Four of these PIAs, all within NELC, were
fatal, and eight PIAs involved at least one HGV and eleven involved at least one
motorcycle. It is noted that NELC reduced the speed limit on their section
following the fatal PIA in 2012. However on the LCC section to the south, the
national speed limit applies;



There were eight PIAs at the junction of the A18 and the A16, of which three
involved an HGV and two a motorcycle;



There were seventeen PIAs on a 2.2km stretch of the A46 between Caistor and
Cabourne;



Twelve PIAs occurred on the A46 between the A18 and the Morrisons
roundabout. Of these, four were at or near the Caistor Road junction in Laceby
and six at the Morrisons roundabout; and



Five PIAs occurred on the southern section of Bradley Road.

A16-A1031 (Cable route sections 1-5)
4.3.31 The A16 gives HGV access to cable route sections 1 to 5, using either the B1201 and
A1031 to North Cotes or Station Road, the A1031 through Tetney and Tetney Lock
Road. In general, there were few PIAs involving HGVs but a higher number involving
pedal cycles, reflecting the nature of the area. Particular areas are of note:


Bends on the A16;
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4.4

Existing Traffic Flows

4.4.1

Annex 6.8.4 of Volume 3, Chapter 8: Traffic and Transport summarises the traffic flow
information collected as part of the assessment process. Daily traffic flows at 14 sites
have been obtained from the Department for Transport (DfT) website. Daily traffic
flows at three sites have been obtained from Lincolnshire County Council. Daily traffic
flows at 12 sites have been obtained from automatic traffic counts (ATCs) undertaken
on behalf of RPS for SMart Wind in October 2011. A manual classified turning count
was undertaken at the A46 Morrisons Roundabout in September 2012.

4.4.2

Table 2 summarises existing traffic flows within the study area.
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Table 2

Existing Daily Traffic Flows.

2011 Baseline
2011 Baseline

Description
Total

Description
Total

HGV

HGV % of
Total

M180 between junctions 4 and 5

29,694

7,698

25.9%

A180 between M180 and A160

31,347

7,452

24.6%

A180 between A160 and A1173

23,742

3,402

14.3%

A160 north of A180

13,803

4,068

29.5%

A160 west of Eastfield Road

10,556

3,768

35.7%

A18 East of Melton Ross

10,497

809

7.7%

A18 west of Great Limber

7,438

452

6.1%

A18 north of A46

12,736

726

5.7%

A18 south of B1219

4,571

402

8.8%

A18 west of A16

4,137

528

12.8%

A1173 south west of Stallingborough

2,756

287

10.4%

A46 near Irby upon Humber

7,015

292

4.2%

A46 between Laceby and Bradley

17,625

320

1.8%

A16 north of Louth

15,487

737

4.8%

A16 north of B1201

10,520

375

3.6%

A16, Holton le Clay

12,719

468

3.7%

A1031 east of B1201

2,786

118

4.2%

A1031 South of Tetney

3,137

93

3.0%

B1201 west of A1031

1,962

57

2.9%

Eastfield Road, South Killingholme

2,298

912

39.7%

Habrough Road, South Killingholme

4,223

173

4.1%

B1210 Immingham Road, Immingham

3,938

69

1.8%

15

HGV

HGV % of
Total

Keelby Road, Keelby

1,977

16

0.8%

Aylesby Road, Grimsby

2,321

25

1.1%

Bradley Road, north of Waltham

6,129

70

1.1%

B1219 Waltham Road, Barnoldby le
Beck

4,611

70

1.5%

B1203 Waltham Road, Brigsley

2,855

67

2.4%

Station Road, Tetney

2,319

34

1.5%

Holton Road, Holton le Clay

972

13

1.3%

4.4.3

A comparison between observed flows and design flows for rural roads (Traffic Flow
Ranges for the Assessment of New Rural Roads. Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges, Volume 5, Section 1, Part 3. TA 46/97) indicates that sections of the A18
between the A180 and the B1210 and A180 between M180 and A160 have the
highest daily flows compared with the relevant design flows. This indicates that these
sections of road are currently operating at about 80% of the relevant design flows. It is
concluded that current levels of daily traffic within the study area, although high on the
busiest routes, remain below design flows.

4.4.4

Following discussions with the local highway authority at the meeting on 09 April 2013,
seasonal variations in traffic flows on the A1031 north of Tetney have been checked.
Although no significant construction traffic is expected to use this link it is proposed to
lay ducts across the road using temporary shuttle working. The most recent data
indicates that there is no significant seasonal variation in traffic flows on this link (8.0%
variation over 24 hours and 5.2% variation over 12 hours, see Appendix E). In
addition, baseline flows are around half the baseline flows on the A16. The operational
assessment of the proposed shuttle working on the A16 during the short period when
ducts are laid across the road therefore represents a worst case situation. Details are
set out in Section 0 below.
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4.5

Public Transport Services

4.5.1

Figure 2 (also presented within ES Annex 6.8.6) summarises bus routes in the vicinity
of the cable route and the closest bus stop on each route if it lies within 800m of the
cable route. A distance of 800m is identified as an acceptable walking distance in
Table 3.2 of the Institution of Highways and Transportation’s “Guidelines for Providing
for Journeys on Foot (2000)”. Details of the bus services within 800m of the cable
route are summarised in Table 3.
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Figure 2

Local Public Transport Network.
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Table 3

Summary of bus services within 800m of cable route.

Stop (if
within 800m
of cable
route)

Laceby,
Church Lane

Laceby, St
George Butler
Close

Waltham,
Barnoldby
Road

Bradley,
Bradley Inn

Holton Le
Clay, Surgery

Service

Route

Frequency
(Monday to
Saturday)

HF
(Humber
Flyer)

Cleethorpes Grimsby Humberside
Airport - Hull

Hourly

2

GrimsbyEuroparc

Hourly
(Saturday: no
service)

3

Grimsby Caistor - Market
Rasen –
Lincoln

Hourly

First
service
(bus
station or
bus stop
if within
800m of
cable
route)

Last
service
(bus
station or
bus stop if
within
800m of
cable
route)

07:26

17:46

07:55

06:50

Stop (if
within 800m
of cable
route)

Service

Route

First
service
(bus
station or
bus stop
if within
800m of
cable
route)

Last
service
(bus
station or
bus stop if
within
800m of
cable
route)

2 daily on
Tuesdays
and Fridays
1 daily on
Mondays,
Wednesdays,
Thursdays
and
Saturdays

14:00
(Tues, Fri,
Sat)

17:35 (MonFri)

Brigsley, St
Helens
Crescent

25

Grimsby Ludford

Holton Le
Clay, Surgery

28

Grimsby Mablethorpe

Tuesday only

14:10

N/A

45/46

Immingham Grimsby

30 Minutes

05:15/18:1
5

18:15/22:45

50

Grimsby Saltfleet

4 daily
(Saturday: no
service)

08:14

17:51

17:15

18:01

Frequency
(Monday to
Saturday)

7

Cleethorpes Grimsby Grange Estate Laceby

30 Minutes

08:08

19:13

Tetney
Primary
School

8

Grimsby - North
Sea Lane

30 Minutes

07:00

23:15

Holton Le
Clay, Surgery

51

Grimsby - Louth

30 Minutes

07:00

18:43

9/9A

Waltham Grimsby Cleethorpes

30 Minutes

06:10

22:40

150

Immingham Barton/East
Halton

3 Services
Daily

10:28

14:28

12

Bradley Park Grimsby - New
Waltham /
Waltham

South
Killingholme,
Greengates
Lane

Hourly

10:20

17:35

13/14

Cleethorpes Grimsby Bradley

10 Minutes
(Saturday: 15
mins)

05:00/06:2
5

23:05/23:40

Grimsby - Louth
- Skegness

Weekends
Only
(Mondays &
Fridays also
in School
Holidays)

09:43
(outbound)

18:55
(inbound)

21

*source: local bus timetables (January 2014)

4.5.2

18

It can be seen from 2 that there are bus stops within 800m of some sections of the
cable route (in the vicinity of East Halton, North and South Killingholme, Habrough,
Laceby, Waltham, Brigsley, Holton le Clay, Tetney and Tetney Lock). Some of these
services operate at times that would be convenient for construction workers. There are
significant sections of the cable route that are either not within 800m of a bus stop or
are not served by services at times that would be convenient for construction workers.
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4.6

Pedestrian Routes

4.6.1

Figure 3 shows the area within 2 km of the cable route. This distance is generally seen
as the maximum that people would be prepared to walk to work. It can be seen that
there are some residential areas within 2 km of the cable route although footway
provision in some areas is poor. It is concluded that there is some potential for
construction workers to walk to the cable route although this potential is limited.

4.7

Cycle Routes

4.7.1

Figure 3 also shows cycle routes in the vicinity of the cable route and the area within 5
km of the cable route. This is generally considered the maximum distance that people
are willing to cycle to work. It can be seen that a number of residential areas lie within
5 km of the cable route. There therefore exists potential for construction workers to
cycle to work.
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Figure 3

Walking and Cycling Distances.
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5

DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION WORKS

5.1

Description of Works and Key Parameters

5.1.1

The cable route comprises a corridor approximately 40 km in length between the cable
landfall close to Horseshoe Point and the HVDC converter/HVAC substation at North
Killingholme. Details of the project and construction methods are set out in Volume 1,
Chapter 3: Project Description.

5.1.2

The cable route construction operations will include a number of compounds for the
storage of materials and equipment and to accommodate staff welfare facilities. At a
number of locations specialist equipment will be required to undertake TT operations.
Details of the compound locations are provided in the Crossing Schedule (Volume 4,
Annex 4.3.4).

5.1.3

Table 4 summarises the key parameters of the construction works.

Table 4

Element
Haul road construction

The worst case as far as the haul road construction is concerned is
for a 5m wide haul road along the entire length of the cable route
(approximately 40 km) with an average construction depth of 0.3 m.
Other options such as geotextile and metal plates would have a
lesser impact in terms of numbers of HGV movements.

Trenchless
Technology (TT)
compounds

Two compounds would be associated with each TT site. The larger
compound would accommodate the main drilling rig and the majority
of associated equipment and materials. A smaller compound would
be located at the point at which the TT emerges. Most supporting
HGV movements (water tankers, removal of cuttings) will access the
side of the TT that accommodates the drilling rig. The direction of
drilling assumed for this assessment is shown on Figure 4.

Trench construction

Alternative options for trench construction are considered, as set out
in the ES Volume 1, Chapter 3: Project Description.
The two 7m trench option results in the highest traffic generation as a
result of the need to remove additional spoil from the trenching
operations. Accordingly, this trenching option has been assessed.
Stabilised backfill will be placed within trenches to a depth of 0.6 m.
To calculate the maximum amount of backfill required for the entire
route the smallest duct diameter of 180 mm has been assumed. It
has been assumed that 800m of cable tiles can be transported on a
single HGV. Allowance is also made for the import of wall supports
with 1 HGV load per 500m of cable route.

Jointing pit
construction

Jointing pits (allowing the joining of cable sections and providing
access to the cables) will be constructed at intervals of approximately
750m – 2500m. A maximum adverse scenario of 750m has been
assumed. Allowance is made for the import of concrete and other
materials to construct these pits.

Cable laying

There would be a total of 12 cables (plus up to 2 fibre optic cables))
per 7m trench (ES Figure 3.21 refers). It is also assumed that all
cables are laid within ducts. It is assumed that 750m of cable can be
delivered in a single roll carried by a single HGV and 750 m of cable
duct can be carried on a single HGV.

Removal of haul road

The entire haul road will be removed once the cable route is
completed.

HVDC
converter/HVAC
substation construction

The number of HGV movements associated with the civil and
electrical construction works at the HVDC converter/HVAC substation
is based on information used in similar projects. Allowance is made
for the removal of topsoil / subsoil. Over the total HVDC
converter/HVAC substation construction period the average number
of HGV movements per day is 51.

Parking

Appropriate parking will be provided for construction vehicles to avoid
the need for parking on the highway.

Key parameters of construction works.
Element

Dimension/Quantity

Setting out route

All of the route, compounds and work areas will be fenced. The cable
route construction works will generally comprise a temporary 40m
wide corridor. The width of the corridor varies in some places due to
localised constraints or the requirements of TT crossings.

Access construction

A number of access points will be provided along the cable route.
These will be constructed to appropriate standards for the vehicle
types expected (light / heavy). These will be controlled with
appropriate measures such as wheel washing to minimise the impact
on the adjacent highway. Details are provided below. All accesses will
be removed and the highway returned to its original condition at the
end of the works. Details of the proposed accesses are provided in
Appendix A.

Compound
construction

Landfall works

Allowance has been made for compounds at a number of locations
along the cable route. The compound locations are dictated by the
standard of the HGV access routes to various parts of the cable route
and the need to service individual route sections. It has been
assumed, as a reasonable worst case, that 50% of the compound
areas will be surfaced with aggregate to an average depth of 0.3m
with a geotextile underlay. Where TT site compounds overlap the
Hornsea Project Two cable route, it is assumed that surfacing
material for TT compounds is subsequently reused for the haul road.
It is assumed that either trenchless technology (see Environmental
Statement Volume 1, Chapter 3: Project Description) will be used to
place cables below the sea wall. Thrust Bore has been assumed as
the worst case impact herein.
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Dimension/Quantity
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Element
Sustainable Travel

Dimension/Quantity
Staff will be encouraged to travel to work sites using sustainable
modes of travel such as walking, cycling and public transport, where
possible and appropriate to their job role and need to transport tools
and materials.

Source –Volume 1, Chapter 3: Project Description

5.2

HGV Routes

5.2.1

The cable route, proposed HGV access routes, access points, the locations of TT sites
and other features are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4

HGV Access Routes (Sheet 1 of 3).
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Figure 4

HGV Access Routes (Sheet 2 of 3).
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Figure 4

HGV Access Routes (Sheet 3 of 3).
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5.2.2

5.2.3

Table 5

The cable route is divided into 19 sections, each with one or more HGV access points.
The HGV access routes to the access points have been determined taking into
account the suitability of the surrounding highway network including the existing
accesses, the opportunities to provide access to sections of the cable route along the
haul road and the stated preferences of consultees, and in particular the relevant
Highway Authorities. Cable route sections also relate to the physical features that act
as barriers to the movement of vehicles along the cable route. In general such barriers
are defined by the TT crossing locations although in some cases, where a TT crossing
is required it is still possible to achieve vehicle movement along the cable corridor. For
example, where a TT crossing is required to place cables below a gas pipeline it may
be possible for HGVs to pass over the gas pipeline with suitable load spreading
ground reinforcement.

Ref.

Route section

Length
/ km

14

Railway line to A180

2.1

Via Roxton Road (TT site north of
railway only), Petrol Filling Station on
A180, and Station Road, Habrough

15

A180 to Habrough Rd

2.5

Via Petrol Filling Station on A180,
B1210 and Habrough Road

16

Habrough Rd to A160

0.3

Via Faulding Lane and Habrough
Road

17

A160 to railway line

1.4

Via residential access road from A160
or Top Road (depending on status of
HA A160/A180 Port of Immingham
scheme). Limited access via Top
Road to TT works south of the railway
line.

18

Railway line to Chase Hill Rd

1.6

Via Church Lane. TT Access via
Chase Hill Road.

19

Chase Hill Rd to HVDC
converter/HVAC substation

1.4

Via Chase Hill Road / Brick Lane and
via existing North KIllingholme power
station access on northern side of
Chase Hill Road.

5.3

Access Points

5.3.1

Figure 4 identifies the locations of proposed HGV access points and junctions used by
HGVs. The locations are numbered and further details are provided in Appendix A,
which contains preliminary access arrangements at each HGV access point and key
junctions on the external highway network and identifies where works are proposed to
facilitate access or achieve appropriate highway standards. The land required to
undertake the proposed access works is either highway or land available for
temporary construction works. All accesses will be removed and the highway returned
to its original condition at the end of the works.

5.3.2

Each HGV access point has been assessed in terms of its ability to physically
accommodate heavy vehicles and the ability to achieve visibility standards. It is not
expected that the use of any of the cable route access points will lead to any capacity
constraints owing to the low number of HGV movements at each access point during
the peak network periods and therefore capacity assessments have not been
undertaken.

5.3.3

Table 6 provides comments on each access point.

Table 5 identifies the 19 cable route sections, their lengths and the proposed HGV
access routes.
Route sections and HGV routes.

Ref.

Route section

Length
/ km

HGV route

Landfall

-

Via Sheep Marsh Lane

1

Landfall to Louth canal

4.4

Via Sheep Marsh Lane and Piggeries

2

Louth Canal to Tetney Drain

1.3

Via Sheep Marsh lane (limited access
via North Cotes for TT works).

3

Tetney Drain to Humberston Rd

1.4

Via Tetney Lock Road

4

Humberston Rd to A16

3.3

Via Station Road, Tetney

5

A16 to B1203

3.3

Via A16 and via B1203 Brigsley

6

B1203 to B1219

1.8

Via B1203 Brigsley and B1219

7

B1219 to Team Gate Drain

0.6

Via B1219 Waltham Road

8

Team Gate Drain to A46

4.2

Via Bradley Road/Netherwood Farm
and A46 south.

9

A46 to Laceby Beck

0.6

Via A46

10

Laceby Beck to A1173

4.8

Via A1173, limited access via
Aylesby Road to TT site north of
Laceby Back, Nooking Lane / Manor
Farm, and possible access via the
southern section of Wells Road.

11

A1173 to North Beck Drain

1.0

Via A1173 (north-west access)

12

North Beck Drain to gas pipeline

1.2

Via Keelby Road

13

Gas pipeline to railway line

0.6

Via Keelby Road or Roxton Road
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Table 6

Ref.
1

Description of HGV access to cable route
Corresponding
access point(s)
See Appendix A

Route section
Landfall to Louth
canal

1
3
2, 2a

1a

2

Louth Canal to
Tetney Drain

4, 5
2b, 2e

3

Tetney Drain to
Humberston Rd

4, 5

6, 7

Notes
Access to the landfall site is via Sheep Marsh Lane. This is a narrow lane but passing places are provided and forward visibility is very
good. The main works access will be via an existing track on the northern side of Sheep Marsh Lane to the west of the coast. Some
widening of the junction is proposed. This will also require an extension of the existing culvert. The junction of Sheep Marsh Lane with the
A1031 has good visibility although it is expected that vegetation will be kept trimmed back either side of the access.
HGV access will be via Sheep Marsh Lane using the existing road to the north of Sheep Marsh Lane that provides access to the Piggery.
No improvements to this junction are necessary to allow the passage of large vehicles. Two additional passing places will be provided on
the road since opportunities for vehicles to pass are currently limited. Access to the existing properties accessed via the lane past the
Piggery will be retained.
It is proposed that the route via Sheep Marsh Lane, through the existing car park at the sea wall and along the sea wall would only be
used for emergency, operational and maintenance purposes after construction is complete.
A temporary bridge and/or culvert will be used to cross the drainage ditch behind the sea defence and an access track will be instated
across the sea defence into the intertidal area. The access on the landward side of the sea defence may require the use of temporary
earth ramps to achieve a suitable angle for tracked construction vehicles. This would be up to 5 m in width. The access track on the
seaward side of the sea defence will be up to 3 m in width where the track passes through protected dune habitat. The sea defence and
dune habitat will be protected from vehicle movement using suitable mitigation measures to reduce vehicle ground pressure. The use of
tracked vehicles will help to spread the ground pressure - the exact machinery to be used will depend on the contractor appointed;
however based on a typical vehicle (CAT 330 CL (40T) long reach excavator) there would be a ground pressure of approximately 60kPa.
Temporary track-way (such as aluminium) or suitable alternative may be used to reduce vehicle ground pressure. There would be a
mixture of vehicles from excavators, bulldozers and possibly some quad bikes for man access. The specific measures will be designed
by the contractor prior to construction.
Access to this cable route section is proposed via the existing access to New Delights utilising the existing bridge over the drain. A minor
reconfiguration of the Tetney Lock Road/New Delights junction is proposed to rationalise the right turn in.
It may be necessary for vehicles associated with the TT crossings for this route section to pass through North Cotes. Further information
on this is provided in paragraph 5.3.6.
HGV access to the section of the cable route between Tetney Drain and Tetney Lock Road will be via the existing access to New
Delights utilising the existing bridge over the drain. A minor reconfiguration of the Tetney Lock Road/New Delights junction is proposed to
rationalise the right turn in.
HGV access to the section of the cable route between Tetney Lock Road and Humberston Road will be via tracks to the north of Tetney
Lock Road. To access both sections of the cable route HGVs are required to travel from the A16 via Station Road and through the
southern part of Tetney (passing the school). This is preferable to bringing vehicles from the north (passing through larger residential
areas) or via Tetney Lock and North Cotes.

4

Humberston Rd to
A16

8, 9, 10

HGV access to this section of the cable route will be via accesses on the northern side of Station Road. These HGV accesses avoid any
impacts on the local residential areas. All possible access points on the northern side of Station Road will require either widening of
existing or the construction of a new temporary access. No HGV access is proposed from Humberstone Road.

5

A16 to B1203

11

HGV access to the eastern section of this part of the cable route will be via an access to the west of the A16, either utilising the existing
field access opposite Station Road or via a new access to the north of this directly into a proposed compound.
Access to the western part of this section of the cable route is proposed via an access on the eastern side of the B1203 north of Brigsley.
No vehicle access is proposed to any part of this section of the cable route via Waithe Lane.

12
6

B1203 to B1219

13, 14

HGV access to this section of the cable route is proposed on the western side of the B1203 north of Brigsley and from a new temporary
access on the southern side of the B1219 east of Barnoldby le Beck.
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Ref.

Route section

Corresponding
access point(s)
See Appendix A

Notes

7

B1219 to Team
Gate Drain

15, 16b

HGV access to this section of the cable route is proposed from a new temporary access on the northern side of the B1219 east of
Barnoldby le Beck and via an access from Bradley Road into a field south of Netherwood Farm.

8

Team Gate Drain to
A46

16, 16a, 16c

HGV access to the section of the cable route north of Team Gate Drain is proposed via the existing Netherwood Farm access on Bradley
Road and via an access from Bradley Road through fields south of Netherwood Farm. Some HGVs will be required to travel along the
B1219 and negotiate the existing mini-roundabout that forms the junction of the A1219 with Bradley Road.
HGV access to this section is also proposed from the southern side of the A46. The A46 in this area is dualled and so a new temporary
left-in, left-out junction is proposed with vehicles approaching from the A18 having to u-turn at the Morrisons roundabout to the east of the
cable route access. The access junction incorporates an existing break in the hedgerow in the vicinity of the cable route. The access has
provision for vehicles to decelerate and accelerate when leaving or joining the A46.

17
9

A46 to Laceby Beck

18

HGV access to this section of the cable route is proposed via an existing field access from the A46 to the east of Laceby and to the east
of the cable route. A left-in, left-out junction is proposed. The access has provision for vehicles to decelerate and accelerate when leaving
or joining the A46.

10

Laceby Beck to
A1173

19a
19b
19c
19d
19

HGV access to this section of the cable route is proposed from four possible points. The first is via and existing farm track that leaves
Beach Holt Lane/Nooking Lane to the east of the A18 and to the west of Aylesby and joins the cable route to the north-east. The junction
will require some widening. The second is via an existing access to Manor Farm from Nooking Lane. The third possible access point is
via a new temporary access from Wells Road using the southern section of Wells Road that connects with the A1173 and A18 to the
south-west. The fourth possible access point is a new temporary junction to the east of the A1173 south of Grange Farm. The access is
located on the outside of a bend allowing good visibility for emerging vehicles.

11

A1173 to North
Beck Drain

20

HGV access to this section of the cable route is proposed from a new temporary junction to the north-west of the A1173 south of Grange
Farm.

12

North Beck Drain to
gas pipeline

21, 22a

HGV access to this section of the cable route is proposed via new temporary junctions on the south-eastern and north-western sides of
the northern section of Keelby Road, to the east of Wood View. HGVs will access Keelby Road via the B1210 and will be required to
pass through the south western part of Immingham.
There is potential for a reduction in construction vehicles using the B1210 Immingham Road once the A18/A180 Link Road (Immingham
Bypass) scheme is constructed, as this link will allow construction traffic to use the A180 between A160 and A1173 in place of B1210
Immingham Road

13

Gas pipeline to
railway line

24

If it is possible for HGVs to pass over the gas pipeline it will be possible to access this section of the cable route via Keelby Road as
described above (access point 22a in Appendix A). If it is not possible for HGVs to pass over the gas pipeline it will be necessary to
approach this section of the cable route via Roxton Road. Access to the south of the railway will be via a track south of the railway on the
eastern side of Roxton Road. It is anticipated that traffic management measures will be implemented to minimise the possibility of
vehicles meeting on Roxton Road since it is narrow in places and has few formal passing places.

14

Railway line to A180
23a
26
26b

HGV access to this section of the cable route is proposed via three points:
Access to the TT site north of the railway line is proposed via an access from Roxton Road north of the railway line;
Access from Station Road Habrough via an existing farm access to the south of the A180 bridge. The existing access will require some
widening. It is proposed that HGVs will approach from the north via the A160 and Habrough Road. HGV; and
Left-in, left-out access from a petrol filling station on the southern (westbound) side of the A180, this will require HGVs to perform a
U-turn at the grade separated roundabout of A180 slip-roads / A1173 to the east in order to access the petrol filling station in a
westbound direction.
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Ref.
15

Route section
A180 to Habrough
Road

Corresponding
access point(s)
See Appendix A
25,
26a,
25a
27, 27a

16

Habrough Road to
A160

27a

28a
17

A160 to railway line

29

29a

Notes
HGV access to the short section of cable route between the A180 and B1210 is proposed via two points:
A new temporary access on the southern side of the B1210 Immingham Road to the west of Immingham. HGVs will approach from the
west via the A160 and will not be required to pass through Immingham; and
Left-in, left-out access from a petrol filling station on the northern (eastbound) side of the A180.
Access to the HDD site and cable route immediately to the north of the B1210 is proposed via a new temporary junction on the northern
side of the B1210.
HGV access to the remainder of this section of the cable route is via Habrough Road. The section of the cable route to the east of
Habrough Road will be accessed via a new temporary access to the east of Hill Farm or via a new temporary access onto Faulding Lane
that forms a priority junction with the north-eastern side of Habrough Road.
Access is proposed to this route from Faulding Lane, which is routed eastwards from Habrough Road. Faulding Lane has a 7.5t weight
restriction east of Habrough Road but is sufficiently wide between Habrough Road and the cable route access to permit two HGVs to
pass. Faulding Lane would also be used to access the TT across a CHP pipeline to the south of Faulding Lane.
A further access to the southern TT site is proposed to the east of Habrough Road, which is not subject to any restrictions.
HGV access to this section of the cable route is proposed via a new temporary access from the existing access road serving a terrace of
houses to the west of the Habrough Road roundabout.
The Highways Agency (HA) has a scheme to improve the A160 junction with Habrough Road and Top Road as part of the ‘A160/A180
Port of Immingham Improvement’ which is itself a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project. The proposed cable route crosses the
A160 close to the junction improvement. The possible cable routes and resulting interaction with the Highways Agency scheme is
provided as ES Figure 6.8.9. It is expected that the HA scheme would be completed before the construction of Hornsea Project Two. In
this situation the access to residential properties would be modified by the HA’s scheme and HGVs would be routed via the amended
Top Road to access the residential access road.
Access to the TT works, in advance of the cable route construction would be via Top Road.

18

Railway line to
Chase Hill Rd

30, 31
31a

HGV access to this section of the cable route is proposed via new temporary access points on Church Lane to the west of Eastfield
Road. All vehicles will approach this access from Eastfield Road to avoid the need to pass through North Killingholme. A further possible
HGV access to the northern part of this cable route section is proposed via a new temporary access to the south of Chase Hill Road.

19

Chase Hill Rd to
HVDC
converter/HVAC
substation

32a
32

HGV access to the section of the cable route between Chase Hill Road and the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site is proposed via
Brick Lane, from the junction of Chase Hill Road / Eastfield Road and via a new temporary accesses on the northern side of Chase Hill
Road at and to the west of its junction with Eastfield Road.

HVDC
converter/HVAC
substation

33

HGV access to the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site is proposed via the existing access to North Killingholme power station on the
northern side of Chase Hill Road. Access to the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site from the Centrica access road will be via a new
access on the western side of the Centrica access road that will be designed to accommodate the vehicle types expected during
construction. Access for construction vehicles associated with the cable link between the HVDC converter/HVAC substation and the
National Grid substation is also expected via the existing National grid access on the western side of the Centrica access to the south of
the HVDC converter/HVAC substation access point. This access is able to accommodate the vehicle types expected during construction.
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5.3.4

5.3.5

5.3.6

In a number of cases the above proposed access arrangements require HGVs to
travel through or past sensitive areas. Measures to eliminate or minimise the adverse
impacts of these movements are described in Section 7.

TT Site

The assessments undertaken to date suggest that all HGV access points can be
delivered with appropriate visibility standards and meeting relevant highway
standards. However, it may be necessary to introduce temporary speed restrictions at
temporary HGV access points. Details of any such restrictions will form part of the
Construction Traffic Management Plan within the Code of Construction Practice, which
will be agreed with highway authorities. Those accesses that are known to be required
will be specified in the DCO. If it becomes clear that more are needed, the DCO
provides that their construction will require planning authority approval.
The HGV access points described above are expected to accommodate the vehicles
associated with the construction of the main cable route. It is expected that the TT
crossings may be undertaken in advance of the cable route construction and it may
not be practical to implement the full cable route access arrangements at the time
when TT crossings are being undertaken. There are therefore a number of locations
where alternative access arrangements are proposed for TT vehicles only. Table 7
summarises these locations and the proposed access arrangements. The routes are
also shown in Figure 4. Further details of the number of HGV movements associated
with the TT works accessed via North Cotes, Aylesby Road and Top Road are
provided in Section 0.

Table 7
TT Site

Route
Section

Corresponding
access
point(s)

Team
Gate
Drain

8 - Team
Gate Drain
to A46

16a

If the TT crossing at Team Gate Drain is
undertaken in advance of the section of the
cable route accessed from the Netherwood
Farm access it will be necessary to gain access
to the northern side of the via a new temporary
access on the western side of Bradley Road
south of Netherwood Farm and just to the north
of the Waltham built up area.

Laceby
Beck

10 - Laceby
Beck to
A1173

19b

If the TT crossing north of Laceby Beck is
undertaken in advance of the main cable route
works between Laceby Beck and the A1173 it
will be necessary to gain access to the TT site
via Aylesby Road and a new temporary junction
on the south eastern side of Aylesby Road in the
vicinity of the cable corridor. This will require
HGVs to travel through Aylesby.

Gas
pipeline

12 - North
Beck Drain
to gas
pipeline

22a

If the TT crossing at the gas pipeline is
undertaken in advance of the section of cable
route north of Keelby Road it is proposed to
minimise the duration of impact on the existing
hedgerows by accessing the route to the TT site
via a field access to the northeast of the cable
route.

Railway

17 - A160 to
railway line

29a

If the TT site at the railway is undertaken in
advance of the section of the cable route
between the A160 and the railway line it will be
necessary to gain access to the southern TT
compound via a new temporary access to the
east of Top Road north of South Killingholme. It
is proposed to drill from the northern side of the
railway line in order to minimise the number the
vehicle movements on Top Road.
However it is expected that the Highways
Agency’s A160/A180 Port of Immingham
improvement works would result in changes to
the road network in this area prior to the
construction of Hornsea Project Two in any
case.

Description of alternative HGV access to TT Sites
Route
Section

Corresponding
access
point(s)

Notes

Louth
Canal

1 - Landfall
to Louth
Canal

2b

If the TT crossing at Louth Canal is undertaken
before the cable route from Old Fleet Drain it will
be necessary to access the eastern side of the
TT site via North Coates Road via an existing
field access on the western side of North Coates
Road. Vehicles will be required to pass through
North Cotes. It is proposed to drill this TT
crossing from the west to minimise the number
of vehicle movements through North Cotes.

Tetney
Drain

3 - Tetney
Drain to
Humberston
Road

6

If the TT crossing at Tetney Drain is undertaken
in advance of the section of the cable route
accessed from Tetney Lock Road it will be
necessary to gain access to the northern side of
the TT site via a new temporary access on the
northern side of Tetney Lock Road to the east of
the New Delights access.
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5.3.7

It is expected that a TT site will typically generate less than 210 HGV movements in
total over the construction period with the majority of these movements associated
with site set-up and site removal. Wherever possible TT crossings in sensitive
locations will be receiving sites thus requiring significantly fewer overall HGV
movements than drilling sites. The assumed direction of drilling for the purpose of this
assessment is shown on Figure 4. It is proposed to manage HGV movements so as to
minimise impacts, for example, to avoid school start and finish times where the route
passes close to a school and to avoid HGVs meeting on narrow sections of road.
Details are provided in Section 7.

5.4

Timescale for Project

5.4.1

Onshore work is proposed to commence in 2017. Hornsea Project Two could be built
using multi-phase or a single-phase construction programme. Under a multi-phase
programme scenario, the sum of the durations of each phase of export cable
construction would not exceed five and a half years; there might be gaps between
phases but these are, at this stage, undefined and dependent on project financing and
supply chain. Under a single-phase construction programme, the total duration of the
export cable construction would not exceed three years.

5.4.2

The project will be constructed in a minimum of three years and this shortest timescale
gives rise to the highest daily traffic flows. The level of construction vehicle trip
generation over this period will vary with intermittent periods of higher activity
associated particularly with the installation and removal of the cable route haul road.

5.4.3

It is expected that all of the cable trenches in a portion of the route will be excavated
concurrently. Once all of the trenches are excavated, either the cables, ducts or a
combination of the two for all of the cable circuits will be directly buried in the trenches.
If ducts are buried in any of the trenches, cables will be pulled into the ducts later in
the construction programme without having to reopen the trenches (i.e. only access to
and work within the jointing pits will be required). The method of ducting is used to
optimise the installation programme and to facilitate a multi-phased installation by
decoupling trench excavation operations from cable supply.

5.4.4

The construction of the HVDC converter/HVAC substation is expected to be over a
period of 18 months. For the purposes of undertaking a robust assessment the bulk of
the HGV movements have been assumed to be over a period of one year. The cable
route and the HVDC converter/HVAC substation are expected to be constructed
simultaneously.
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5.4.5

The cable will be laid in sections with up to 5 teams working at any one time. On the
basis that there are 19 cable route sections (including the HVDC converter/HVAC
substation), this means that approximately a quarter of the cable route will be under
construction at any one time. It is also expected that work on TT crossings will occur
before the work on the main trenches on each route section. However, in order to
undertake a robust assessment the calculations of vehicle trip generation assume that
work on the cable route and work on the TT crossings occur at the same time (but still
on five sections at any one time).

5.4.6

It has been assumed that the minimum works period for a cable route section,
irrespective of length of cable route section length, is three months. For the longer
route sections a rate of cable route construction of 1 km per month is applied.
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6

TRANSPORT IMPACT OF CONSTRUCTION

6.1

Assumptions for Deriving Vehicle Movements

Cable deliveries

It is assumed that 750 m of cable can be delivered on a single cable
roll carried by one HGV.

6.1.1

A number of assumptions have been adopted through discussion with the engineers
responsible for the project to derive the number of vehicle movements associated with
the construction works. These are summarised in Table 8.

Cable duct deliveries

It is assumed that 750 m of cable duct can be delivered on a single
HGV.

HVDC converter
station/HVAC
substation (HGV)

It is assessed that there will be around 14,000 HGV movements in
total at the HVDC converter station/HVAC substation site over the
one year construction period although the total construction period is
expected to be 18 months. This is based on assumptions used for
the Galloper wind farm substation with further allowance for the
removal of topsoil.

HVDC converter
station/HVAC
substation (staff)

It is assumed that there will be an average of 50 staff per day
working on the HVDC converter station/HVAC substation.

Staff mode share

It is assumed that 75% of staff on the cable route and 50% of staff at
the HVDC converter station/HVAC substation site will drive
themselves to work. The difference reflects the relative accessibility
of the cable route and HVDC converter station/HVAC substation
sites.

Working hours

07:00 – 18:00 (11 hrs) on week days and 07:00 – 13:00 on
Saturdays with 24 hr working for specific tasks.

Table 8

Element

Assumptions for deriving vehicle movements.

Element
TT sites (HGVs)

Assumptions
It has been calculated that there would be up to approximately 210
HGV movements at drilling sites comprising compound set-up,
delivery and removal of equipment, delivery of materials and water
and removal of cuttings. On the receiving side of TT crossings, the
number of HGV movements will be significantly less than this.

TT sites (staff)

It is assumed that there are 8 staff at drilling sites and 5 staff at
receiving sites.

Cable route
compounds

Allowance is made for partial hard surfacing (50%) at 0.3 m depth
with all material removed at the end of works. Allowance is also
made for the transport (including removal) of compound facilities,
equipment and welfare facilities.
For TT compounds which span both the Hornsea Project One and
Hornsea Project Two routes, only 50% of these TT compound is
likely to be used, with the exact area determined by the interaction
(or not) of Hornsea Projects One and Two. Accordingly the
proportion of surfacing assessed for these compounds is 25% of the
area (50% x 50%) to a depth of 0.3m.
Where compounds overlap with the cable route, it is assumed that
surfacing material is reused for the haul road.

Cable route fencing

Allowance is made for fencing of the whole cable route with 200 m of
fencing carried per HGV.

Haul road

It is assumed as a worst case that there is a 5 m haul road over a
maximum of 100% of the cable route. It is assumed that aggregate is
laid at an average depth of 0.3 m with geotextile underlay. A total of
around 21,000 HGV movements are associated with the delivery and
removal of haul road materials.

Movement of haul
road aggregate

It is assumed that the average aggregate load is 20 tonnes.

Movement of trench
construction
materials

Allowance is made for the transport of cable tiles, trench wall
supports, removal of excavated material, import of stabilised backfill
and ducting and the construction of jointing pits. A total of around
97,000 HGV movements are anticipated associated with these
activities over the whole cable route and construction period.
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Assumptions

6.1.2

Appendix B provides further detail of the assumptions made to derive vehicle trip
generation.

6.1.3

At the present time there is some uncertainty as to the proportion of the cable route
haul road that will require aggregate surfacing. It is unlikely that the whole of the cable
route will require aggregate surfacing but as a worst case this scenario has been
assessed. Other surfacing options such as geogrid or metal plates would have a
lesser impact in terms of HGV movements. However, the worst case situation is
modelled.

6.2

Numbers of Vehicle Movements

6.2.1

The worst case trenching option of two parallel trenches of 7m per trench has been
considered. With this trenching option it is expected that some material would need to
be removed from the route and the assessment in this report considers the vehicle
movements associated with this material.

6.2.2

With regard to alternative trenchless technology (TT) crossing methods, Thrust Bore is
considered to be worst case as is requires additional steel shuttering and craneage at
the drilling site over an HDD operation.
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6.2.3

Details of the calculations of trip generation are attached as Appendix C. Table 9
summarises the total, daily and peak hour vehicle trip generation at each of the cable
route access points based on the worst case assumption of two parallel trenches of
7m per trench, Trust Bore at all TT sites, and 100% of the haul road being surfaced.

Vehicle Movements
Total

Cable route section
HGV

Table 9

Vehicle Trip Generation by cable route section
(2 x 7m trenches, 100% aggregate haul road)
Vehicle Movements
Daily (see
working hours
in Table 8)

Total

Cable route section
HGV

All
vehs

HGV

HGV

Landfall to Louth canal

17,609

20,703

175

244

16

22

2

Louth Canal to Tetney
Drain

6,847

8,990

99

173

9

16

3

Tetney Drain to
Humberston Rd

4,656

6,763

67

105

6

9

4

Humberston Rd to A16

12,179

14,462

163

205

15

19

5

A16 to B1203

11,406

13,712

151

188

14

17

6

B1203 to B1219

7,921

10,021

115

145

10

13

7

B1219 to Team Gate
Drain

2,382

4,494

35

77

3

7

8

Team Gate Drain to
A46

15,581

18,503

162

207

15

19

9

A46 to Laceby Beck

2,491

4,615

36

90

3

8

10

Laceby Beck to A1173

17,313

20,651

157

195

14

17

11

A1173 to North Beck
Drain

3,495

5,603

51

88

5

8

12

North Beck Drain to gas
pipeline

4,419

6,543

64

118

6

11

13

Gas pipeline to railway
line

2,842

2,891

41

91

4

9

14

Railway line to A180

7,465

7,515

108

158

10

15

15

A180 to Habrough
Road

9,688

11,850

140

480

26

43

33

HGV

All
vehs

HGV

All
vehs

Habrough Road to
A160

3,357

5,465

49

86

4

7

17

A160 to railway line

5,193

7,312

75

125

7

12

18

Railway line to Chase
Hill Road

6,721

8,840

97

147

9

14

19

Chase Hill Rd to HVDC
converter/HVAC
substation

23,102

38,964

182

274

17

26

All
vehs

1

All
vehs

Peak hour

16

Peak hour

All
vehs

Daily (see
working hours
in Table 8)

6.2.4

It can be seen that on the basis of the worst case assumption with 100% of the haul
road surfaced with aggregate the average number of HGV movements, assuming they
are spread over an 11 hour working day, would be a maximum of 26 per hour for cable
route section 15 (A180 to Habrough Road) and, for all other cable route sections, less
than 18 HGV movements per hour.

6.3

Distribution and Assignment of Vehicle Movements

6.3.1

HGV movements have been assigned to the highway network assuming that all HGVs
approach from the M180/A180 and then either use the A160 to access the northern
sections of the cable route and the HVDC converter/HVAC substation or use the A18
and linking routes to access cable route sections to the south. HGV movements are
restricted to the proposed HGV access routes.

6.3.2

Light vehicle movements have been distributed in accordance with existing patterns of
commuter travel in the area based on the latest available census travel to work data.
Light vehicle movements have not been restricted to the HGV access routes.

6.3.3

Details of the assignment of construction traffic onto the highway network are provided
in Appendix D.

6.3.4

Table 10 summarises the numbers of light and heavy vehicle movements associated
with cable route and HVDC converter/HVAC substation construction on highway links
on a daily and peak hour basis. It has been assumed that work progresses on up to
five route sections at any one time. The worst case is shown for each part of the
highway network.
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Table 10

Construction vehicle movements on highway links (100% aggregate haul
road).

Highway link

Vehicle Movements
Total

Highway link

Daily

Peak Hour

Vehicle Movements
Total

Daily
HGV

HGV

All
vehs

Habrough Road, South
Killingholme

14,726

22,274

202

238

18

22

B1210 Immingham
Road, Immingham

7,261

15,114

202

223

18

20

Keelby Road, Keelby

7,261

9,217

64

113

6

10

Aylesby Road, Grimsby

0

0

2

2

0

0

Peak Hour
All
vehs

HGV

All
vehs

HGV

All
vehs

HGV

All
vehs

HGV

All
vehs

M180 between
junctions 4 and 5

164,666

169,226

817

835

74

76

A180 between M180
and A160

58,397

60,630

451

481

41

44

A180 between A160
and A1173

8,657

20,345

144

144

15

21

Bradley Road, north of
Waltham

0

1,056

10

21

0

2

A160 north of A180

49,741

65,039

327

369

30

31

A160 west of Eastfield
Road

0

4,712

10

36

1

3

29,822

47,804

131

173

12

16

B1219 Waltham Road,
Barnoldby le Beck

A18 East of Melton
Ross

7,921

7,921

75

75

7

7

93,223

95,341

658

666

60

60

B1203 Waltham Road,
Brigsley
Station Road, Tetney

11,502

18,088

99

162

9

15

A18 west of Great
Limber

93,223

98,356

658

673

60

61

Holton Road, Holton le
Clay

0

0

0

0

0

0

A18 north of A46

81,071

85,443

500

512

45

47

Note: Worst case during all phases of construction shown

A18 south of B1219

62,999

66,655

347

357

32

33

A18 west of A16

52,696

52,696

338

338

31

31

A1173 south west of
Stallingborough

8,657

13,557

0

34

0

3

A46 near Irby upon
Humber

0

0

0

0

0

0

A46 between Laceby
and Bradley

9,036

21,806

153

195

14

18

A16 north of Louth

0

0

0

0

0

0

A16 north of B1201

35,086

35,086

175

175

16

16

A16, Holton le Clay

0

10,490

0

100

0

9

A1031 east of B1201

17,609

20,703

175

241

16

22

A1031 South of Tetney

0

3,094

0

66

0

6

B1201 west of A1031

17,609

17,609

175

175

16

16

Eastfield Road, South
Killingholme

23,102

38,964

131

173

12

16

6.3.5

34

All HGV movements are assumed to arrive via the A180. Table 10 indicates that over
the whole construction period there is predicted to be a total of around 164,700 HGV
movements. This is with the worst case assumption of 100% of the haul road being
surfaced with aggregate. This equates to around 200 HGV movements per day on
average over a three year construction period (calculated as 164,700 divided by the
working days in three years). However, it can be seen that the worst case
assessments indicate periods when around 817 daily HGV movements are predicted
on the busiest road sections. Although it is not possible at this stage to be specific
about the timing and duration of the most intensive periods of HGV activity it is clear
from this assessment (200 HGVs average vs 817 HGVs at peak) that the level of HGV
movement used in this TA for the purposes of assessing transport impact are
significantly higher than the average level of activity over the construction period and
there will be periods when the level of activity is significant lower than the average and
much lower than the most intensive periods.
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6.3.6

Table 10 indicates that on ten links or sections of links daily HGV flows associated
with construction works exceed 200 HGV movements per day, on the M180, A180,
A160, A18, Habrough Road and B1210 Immingham Road. In terms of air quality, an
increase of more than 200 HGVs per day for a period of over a year triggers the
requirement for an air quality assessment if there are sensitive receptors that might be
affected by resulting changes in air quality. Details of the air quality modelling work are
set out in ES Volume 3, Chapter 10, Air Quality and Health.

6.3.7

% Impact of Construction Vehicle Movements

HGV

There is potential for a reduction in construction vehicles using the B1210 Immingham
Road once the A18/A180 Link Road (Immingham Bypass) scheme is constructed, as
this link will allow construction traffic to use the A180 between A160 and A1173 in
place of B1210 Immingham Road to access the section of the cable route between the
A180 and the A1173, in particular route section 12.

6.3.8

The information attached as Appendix C indicates that over the whole construction
period there are predicted to be around 53,200 staff vehicle movements. This equates
to an average of around 65 staff car movements per day distributed over the various
work sites, assuming a three year construction period. This represents a very slight
increase on individual links and, given that the vast majority of these movements will
be outside of the network peak periods, it is considered that staff movements will not
lead to any adverse impacts in terms of link or junction capacity. Further assessment
of the percentage impact of vehicle movements on specific links is provided in the
following section.

6.4

Percentage Impact of construction traffic on highway links

6.4.1

The predicted level of construction traffic is expressed as a percentage change in daily
and peak hourly flows on the above links in Table 11. Where the sources of daily flows
do not provide a breakdown of flows into peak hours a typical daily to peak hour factor
based on observed local data is applied. Observed flows have been factored using
local growth predictions to 2017. Details are provided in Appendix E.

Table 11

% Impact of Construction Traffic Flows.
% Impact of Construction Vehicle Movements
Daily

Highway link
HGV

AM Peak
All
vehs

HGV

PM Peak

All
vehs

HGV

All
vehs

M180 between junctions
4 and 5

10.2%

2.7%

12.8%

3.4%

10.1%

2.7%

A180 between M180 and
A160

5.8%

1.5%

7.3%

1.9%

5.8%

1.5%

Daily

Highway link
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AM Peak
All
vehs

HGV

All
vehs

PM Peak
HGV

All
vehs

A180 between A160 and
A1173

4.0%

0.6%

5.9%

1.2%

4.7%

0.9%

A160 north of A180

7.7%

2.6%

9.7%

3.0%

7.7%

2.3%

A160 west of Eastfield
Road

3.3%

1.6%

4.2%

2.0%

3.3%

1.6%

A18 east of Melton Ross

77.8%

6.1%

82.5%

6.4%

69.7%

5.4%

A18 west of Great
Limber

139.1%

8.7%

147.5%

9.2%

124.7%

7.8%

A18 north of A46

65.9%

3.8%

69.9%

4.1%

59.1%

3.5%

A18 south of B1219

82.7%

7.5%

87.7%

8.0%

74.1%

6.7%

A18 west of A16

61.2%

7.8%

64.9%

8.3%

54.9%

7.0%

A1173 south west of
Stallingborough

0.0%

1.2%

0.0%

1.1%

0.0%

0.9%

A46 near Irby upon
Humber

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

A46 between Laceby and
Bradley

45.7%

1.1%

48.5%

1.1%

41.0%

0.9%

A16 north of Louth

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

A16 north of B1201

44.6%

1.6%

47.3%

1.7%

40.0%

1.4%

A16, Holton le Clay

0.0%

0.8%

0.0%

0.8%

0.0%

0.7%

A1031 east of B1201

141.6%

8.3%

150.2%

8.7%

127.0%

7.3%

A1031 South of Tetney

0.0%

2.0%

0.0%

2.1%

0.0%

1.7%

B1201 west of A1031

293.2%

8.5%

311.0%

9.0%

262.9%

7.6%

Eastfield Road, South
Killingholme

13.7%

7.2%

14.5%

7.7%

12.3%

6.5%

Habrough Road, South
Killingholme

112.1%

5.4%

118.9%

5.7%

100.5%

4.9%

B1210 Immingham
Road, Immingham

278.9%

5.4%

295.8%

5.8%

250.1%

4.9%

Keelby Road, Keelby

373.7%

5.5%

396.4%

5.8%

335.1%

4.9%

Aylesby Road, Grimsby

6.0%

0.1%

6.4%

0.1%

5.4%

0.1%
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% Impact of Construction Vehicle Movements
Daily

Highway link
HGV

AM Peak
All
vehs

HGV

All
vehs

HGV

0.3%

5.0%

0.4%

4.2%

0.3%

B1219 Waltham Road,
Barnoldby le Beck

13.0%

0.7%

13.8%

0.8%

11.7%

0.7%

B1203 Waltham Road,
Brigsley

107.1%

2.5%

113.6%

2.7%

96.0%

2.3%

Station Road, Tetney

280.1%

6.7%

297.1%

7.2%

251.2%

6.1%

Holton Road, Holton le
Clay

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

6.4.4

6.4.5

6.4.6

6.4.8

It can be seen that although the percentage increase in HGV movements on a daily
basis on a number of links exceeds 30% the absolute number of HGV movements
equates to a maximum of 60 per hour or the equivalent of one additional HGV
movement every minute on the A18 east of Melton Ross and west of Great Limber
and fewer than this on all the other links.

6.4.9

Approximate timescales over which the increases in HGV movements are expected to
occur are identified in Table 12. These timescales are identified as the maximum
length of a multi-phase construction programme. The actual time period will depend on
the details of the construction sequence and programme, that have yet to be
determined. It is, however, expected that the level of increase will be intermittent
during the periods shown and there will be times during these periods when the level
of HGV movement would be considerably lower than shown.

All
vehs

13.0%

6.4.3

The levels of increase in terms of HGVs are significantly higher than the increases in
total traffic flows. On a daily basis the level of increase in HGVs is shown to be in
excess of 30% (IEMA guidelines) on fourteen links. However, the existing number of
HGV movements on these links is generally low and the associated absolute number
of HGV movements is low. The timescale over which these increases are expected is
also limited. Table 12 provides further details.

PM Peak

Bradley Road, north of
Waltham

6.4.2

6.4.7

As a matter of best practice, this assessment has been undertaken based on current
relevant guidance for assessing the environmental effects of traffic. This is set out
within The Institute of Environmental Assessment (IEA) (now the IEMA) publication
‘Guidance Note Number 1: Guidelines on the Environmental Assessment of Road
Traffic’, 1993.

Table 12

HGV Construction Traffic Impact
Max HGV %
increase
(All AM
Peak Hour)

Daily HGV
movements

Average
hourly HGV
movements

A18 East of Melton
Ross

82.5%

658

60

5.5 years
(intermittent)

A18 west of Great
Limber

147.5%

658

60

5.5 years
(intermittent)

A18 north of A46

69.9%

500

45

5.5 years
(intermittent)

A18 south of B1219

87.7%

347
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It is concluded that, in terms of total traffic flows, the impact vehicles generated as a
result of the construction proposed cable route would not lead to a significant increase
in traffic flows, as the increase is less than 10%, and therefore less than typical daily
variation.

5.5 years
(intermittent)

A18 west of A16

64.9%

338

31

5.5 years
(intermittent)

48.5%

153

14

It should also be noted that the levels of increase identified above would occur over
relatively short periods, with the main works on each section of the cable route
generally expected to be between three months and six months.

A46 between Laceby
and Bradley

5.5 years
(intermittent)

A16 north of B1201

47.3%

175

16

5.5 years
(intermittent)

A1031 east of B1201

150.2%

175

16

5.5 years
(intermittent)

The IEMA guidance notes in paragraph 3.16 that “daily variation of traffic on a road
is frequently at least some + or -10%” and in paragraph 3.20 that “normally it
would not be appropriate to consider links where the traffic flows have changed
by less than 10% unless there are significant changes in the composition of
traffic”.

Highway link

It can be seen from Table 11 that on a daily basis, the total vehicles generated as a
result of the construction of proposed cable route are predicted to lead to a maximum
increase in total flows of 8.7% (A18 west of Great Limber). During the peak hours it is
predicted that the total vehicles generated as a result of the construction proposed
cable route would lead to a maximum increase in total traffic flows of 9.2% (A18 west
of Great Limber).
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Maximum
Timescale
(estimate)
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6.5.2

Max HGV %
increase
(All AM
Peak Hour)

Daily HGV
movements

Average
hourly HGV
movements

B1201 west of A1031

311.0%

175

16

5.5 years
(intermittent)

Habrough Road, South
Killingholme

118.9%

202

18

5.5 years
(intermittent)

B1210 Immingham
Road, Immingham

295.8%

202

18

5.5 years
(intermittent)

Keelby Road, Keelby

396.4%

64

6

5.5 years
(intermittent)

B1203 Waltham Road,
Brigsley

113.6%

75

7

5.5 years
(intermittent)

Station Road, Tetney

297.1%

99

9

5.5 years
(intermittent)

Highway link

Maximum
Timescale
(estimate)

6.4.10 It is concluded from the above that the absolute level of increase in vehicle numbers
resulting from construction activities will not lead to any significant increase in total link
flows within the study area. The levels of increase identified are within typical daily
variations in traffic flows. It is predicted that there will be increases in the percentage
of HGVs on a number of links, in excess of the 30% threshold set-out in the IEMA
guidelines. The level of impact is considered further within Chapter 8, Traffic and
Transport, of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation measures are identified which
are designed to minimise the transport environmental impacts associated with the
project.

6.5

Change in turning movements at junctions

6.5.1

Previous consultation with the HA and LCC, NLC and NELC Highway Authorities
identified a number of junctions where there are capacity concerns. These comprise
the following:


A180/A18;



A180/A160;



A160/Top Road;



A160/East Field Road;



A160/A1077;



East Field Road/Chase Hill Road; and



A46/Morrisons roundabout.
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The network peak hour and daily increases in vehicle turning movements at these
junctions resulting from the construction activities are shown in Figure 5.

sdf

Figure 5

Peak Hour Increases in Turning Movements.
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6.5.3

During the network peak hours the highest level of increase in turning movements is
30 HGVs per hour on the route from the A180 to the A18 and 15 HGVs (16 total
vehicles) per hour on the route from the A180 to the A160. This is equivalent to one
additional vehicle turning every two to three minutes on average. At the other junctions
the highest increase in HGV turning movements in the peak hours is less. This level of
increase is well within typical daily variations in traffic flow and will not lead to any
perceptible increase in queues or delays at the junctions.

6.6

Operational assessment of A46/Morrisons roundabout

6.6.1

At the request of NELC Highway Authority an operational assessment of the
A46/Morrisons roundabout has been undertaken. Details of the operational
assessments are provided in Appendix F. Table 13 summarises the results for 2017
without and with construction traffic.

Table 13

6.7

Road crossings

6.7.1

Another possible impact of construction will be delays for existing highway users at
those points where cables are laid directly across highways thus requiring temporary
partial or total closure of the highway. It is expected that the maximum separation of
cable trenches will be in the region of 20 m and thus the distance over which shuttle
working may be implemented would be in the region of 30 m. If shuttle working is
used, cable trenches will be dug across half the highway, ducts installed and trenches
filled in before that half of the highway is reinstated. Traffic is then diverted onto the
other side of the road while trenches are dug and ducts installed over the other half of
the highway.

6.7.2

Table 14 identifies road crossings and the proposed method of traffic management in
each case. The choice of traffic management is based on a consideration of the level
of traffic using each link, the availability of alternative routes and the space available
on each link to allow the introduction of temporary shuttle working (either priority or
signal controlled) when one side of the carriageway is closed at any one time.

Results of operational assessment of A46/Maltby Avenue roundabout.
2017 no construction traffic

Arm

A46 west

AM peak

PM peak

2017 with construction traffic
AM peak

Table 14

Road crossings

PM peak
Highway link

RFC

Max
Q

RFC

Max
Q

RFC

Max
Q

RFC

Max
Q

0.381

1

0.426

1

0.391

1

0.436

1

Morrisons access

0.149

0

0.306

0

0.151

0

0.309

0

A46 east

0.353

1

0.474

1

0.356

1

0.478

1

Maltby Avenue

0.028

0

0.024

0

0.028

0

0.024

0

Notes: RFC: Maximum ratio of flow to capacity

In 2017 with no construction the A46/Morrisons roundabout operates well within
capacity with the highest ratio of flow capacity of 0.474 on the A46 east arm with a
maximum queue length of one vehicle during the PM peak period. With the additional
traffic associated with construction the maximum ratio of flow to capacity increases to
0.478 and the maximum queue length remains as one vehicle. It is concluded that the
roundabout will operate well within capacity in 2017 both without and with construction
traffic and the addition of construction traffic makes no significant difference to the
predicted queue lengths.
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Notes

Sea Lane

Shuttle working

Access to properties and airfield
to be retained.

North Coates Road

Shuttle working or temporary
closure

Alternative routes available via
Tetney.

Tetney Lock Road

TT

TT crossing under both Tetney
Lock Road and Tetney Drain.

Humberston Road

Shuttle working

Temporary closure to be avoided
as this is a busy link.

Holton Road

Shuttle working or temporary
closure

Alternative routes available via
Tetney and Holton le Clay.

A16 Louth Road

TT or Shuttle working

Temporary closure to be avoided
as this is a main artery into urban
areas to the north.

Waithe Lane (x2)

Temporary closure

Alternative routes available via
Brigsley and very light flows.

B1203 Waltham
Road, Brigsley

Shuttle working

Temporary closure to be avoided
as this is a main route into
Waltham.

B1219 Barnoldby le
Beck

Shuttle working

Temporary closure to be avoided
as this is a main route into
Waltham.

Max Q: Maximum queue length during assessment period

6.6.2

Proposed crossing method

sdf
Highway link
A46 Grimsby Road

Proposed crossing method

Notes

TT crossing

No impact at link crossing.

Aylesby Road

Shuttle working

Temporary closure is also
possible as alternative routes are
available.

Wells Road

Temporary closure

Alternative routes are available
via A1173 or Aylesby Road.

A1173 Riby Road

Shuttle working

Temporary closure to be avoided
as this is a main route between
the A18 and B1210.

Keelby Road

Shuttle working or temporary
closure

Alternative route available via
A1173.

Roxton Road

Temporary closure

This is a lightly trafficked link and
alternative routes are available
via Keelby Road or through
Habrough.

A180

TT crossing

No impact at link crossing.

B1210 Immingham
Road

TT crossing

No impact at link crossing.

Habrough Road

TT crossing

No impact at link crossing.

A160 Ulceby Road

TT crossing

No impact at link crossing.

Top Road

Shuttle working

No impact at link crossing.

Nicholson Road
(Church Lane)

Temporary closure

Alternative routes available via
Top Road and Chase Hill Road.

Chase Hill Road

Shuttle working or temporary
closure

Alternative routes available via
Top Road and East Field Road.

6.7.3

On lightly trafficked links shuttle working can operate on a priority basis or be
managed manually without the need for traffic signals. On busier links it is expected
that temporary signals will be used. Illustrative layouts of priority and signal controlled
shuttle working sites are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Indicative Shuttle Working Arrangements.
Note – extracted from Traffic Signs Manual 2009, Chapter 8
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6.7.4

The time over which it will be necessary to implement either shuttle working or
temporary road closures will be determined by the length of time it takes to either dig
trenches and install ducts across the whole road or, in the case of shuttle working,
across two halves of the road in turn. It is likely that laying ducts in two stages will take
longer than a single stage since there will be additional engineering required to ensure
that the half trench remains stable while traffic is passing on the other side of the road.
The saving in the overall period of traffic disruption associated with total road closure
will therefore need to be weighed against the benefits of maintaining access along a
link with shuttle working in those instances when both temporary closure or shuttle
working are feasible. It is expected that a road crossing incorporating shuttle working
could be undertaken with shuttle working operating for one to two weeks.

6.7.5

The use of shuttle working will introduce delays for highway users. Shuttle working has
a certain capacity that is determined by the length of the shuttle working and, to a
lesser degree, the standard of the link. If it is assumed that the shuttle working will be
over a distance of around 30 m (see paragraph 6.7.1), it is possible to calculate the
maximum two-way flow on the link that can be accommodated before significant
delays are introduced to highway users. Significant delays in this instance are defined
by the inability of the whole of a queue of vehicles waiting at a red light to pass
through the shuttle working on the next green phase. If this occurs queue lengths will
progressively increase during the peak periods.

6.7.6

The application of standard intergreen times and rates of vehicle discharge through a
shuttle working have been used to assess shuttle working over a distance of 40 m (in
excess of the likely length of shuttle working required at crossing points). The existing
peak hour two-way flows on the A16 are shown to be accommodated with this
arrangement with a practical reserve capacity of around 5%. A positive practical
reserve capacity indicates that the shuttle working within capacity and will not
introduce excessive delays to highway users. Details are provided in Appendix G. It is
concluded that shuttle working is possible on the A16 but that there is some chance of
delays if maximum flows increase by more than 5%. It is therefore proposed to
minimise the risk of delays by ensuring that the shuttle working is properly advertised,
thus allowing drivers the opportunity to use alternative routes or reschedule journeys if
this is feasible and by carefully managing the road crossing so as to minimise the
period over which shuttle working is operational. On almost all links where shuttle
working is possible, peak hour traffic flows are well below the peak level of 2-way
flows on the A16.

6.7.7

Traffic flows on the A1031 Humberston Road are around half of those on the A16 and
it is therefore concluded that shuttle working on the A1031 will not lead to any
significant delays to highway users.

6.7.8
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During periods when cables are not being laid across roads but there remains a need
for construction vehicles to travel along the cable route across the road suitable
controls will be put in place to ensure no risk to highways users. At these points the
configuration and management of the crossing will prevent non-construction vehicles
accessing the cable route, prevent construction HGVs from being able to access the
cable route and manage the potential conflict between users of the highway and
vehicles passing along the cable route corridor. It is expected that all highway
crossings will be manned. An indicative crossing arrangement is shown in Figure that
is taken from Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs Manual (Department for
Transport/Highways Agency, 2009).
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Figure 7

Indicative Haul Route Crossing.

Note – extracted from Traffic Signs Manual 2009, Chapter 8
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6.8

Committed developments

6.8.1

A number of committed developments have been identified in the study area,
particularly in the region north of the A180 and A160. Details of the committed
developments and the cumulative impact on the local and strategic road networks are
provided in ES Volume 3, Chapter 8: Traffic and Transport.

6.8.2

The Highways Agency has a scheme to improve the A160 junction with Habrough
Road and Top Road as part of the ‘A160/A180 Port of Immingham Improvement’
which is itself a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project. The proposed cable route
crosses the A160 close to the junction improvement. The possible cable routes and
resulting interaction with the Highways Agency scheme is provided as ES Figure
6.8.9.

6.8.3

It is possible that construction of the A160/A180 scheme could start in 2015. There is
a signed Statement of Common Ground relating to the interaction between the
Hornsea Project One, Hornsea Project Two and the A160/A180 Port of Immingham
Improvement projects. For Hornsea Project One, this relates to potential timing of the
schemes and different scenarios of how interaction could be managed. With regard to
Hornsea Project Two, it is anticipated that the A160/A180 Port of Immingham
Improvement will be completed before Hornsea Project Two works in this area.
Accordingly, the Hornsea Project Two scheme will take into account the completed
works on the A160/A180 Port of Immingham Improvement scheme. See Annex 6.8.9:
Project Two Route with HA A160 Scheme.

6.9

Abnormal Loads

6.9.1

It is likely that the abnormal loads associated with the construction of the HVDC
converter/HVAC substation will be delivered via Immingham Docks. The route from
the docks to the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site does not pass across any
significant highway structures or pass beneath any bridges. The docks access road
and Rosper Road are constructed to a high standard and have no sharp bends or
other constraints in terms of horizontal or vertical alignment. It is therefore expected
that the transport of abnormal loads from Immingham Docks will not raise any
significant issues both in terms of the physical ability of the highway to accommodate
the loads and in terms of the possible impacts on existing highway users. It is
expected that more detailed assessments of the route of the vehicle that will be
transporting the abnormal load will be undertaken when the nature of the large
components and the availability of suitable vehicles is known.
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6.9.2

In the event that it is not possible to deliver the abnormal loads via Immingham Docks
it will be necessary to use an alternative port facility. A detailed abnormal route study
would be undertaken in association with the decision to use any specific port. The
route from the strategic highway network (M180) to the HVDC converter/HVAC
substation comprises the A180, the A160 and either Eastfield Road or Rosper Road.
This part of the highway network is built to a high standard and currently
accommodates large numbers of HGV movements. It will, however, be necessary to
assess the ability to transport the abnormal load through the various junctions. There
is a railway bridge over Humber Road, the access to the docks that links with the
southern end of Rosper Road. The ability to transport an abnormal load under this
structure would need to be checked were this to be the preferred route to the HVDC
converter/HVAC substation.

6.9.3

The transport of abnormal loads will be in accordance with the Road Vehicles
(Construction and Use) Regulations (HMSO, 1986) and the Motor Vehicles
(Authorisation of Special Use) General Order (HMSO, 2003).

6.9.4

The ability of the existing Killingholme Power Station access junction to accommodate
abnormal loads has been assessed in relation to typical abnormal load vehicles. The
swept paths of typical vehicles suitable for the transport of transformers are shown in
Appendix A. The swept path analysis indicates that a vehicle suitable for the transport
of components with a weight of around 200 tonnes is able to negotiate the power
station access within the existing available carriageway. Should there be a need to
transport heavier components there is sufficient verge available to accommodate the
vehicle’s swept path with suitable temporary ground reinforcement.

6.9.5

Centrica have raised concerns about the maintenance of emergency access along the
Centrica access road during those periods when abnormal loads are travelling along
the road, the main concern being the possible situation where an abnormal load
breaks down on the access road between Chase Hill Road and the HVDC
converter/HVAC substation site access. In order to minimise the risk it has been
agreed with Centrica that a spare tractor unit will be made available at the time of the
abnormal load delivery that would be able to move the load onto the HVDC
converter/HVAC substation site with minimal delay should the main tractor unit fail.
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7

MITIGATION OF TRANSPORT IMPACT

7.4

Working hours

7.1

Provision of site accesses

7.4.1

7.1.1

Appendix A contains preliminary layouts for the proposed HGV access points on the
cable route. These access points have been designed to accommodate the passage
of the largest vehicles expected to use the access points. The accesses have also
been designed to achieve suitable visibility standards to ensure that the accesses are
safe. The designs of the access points will be developed further prior to construction
and the detailed designs agreed with the relevant highway authorities. It is expected
that temporary speed limits will be introduced where this is required to maintain
highway safety.

Working hours are expected to be 07:00-18:00 on weekdays and 07:00-13:00 on
Saturdays. This will mean that construction staff vehicle movements will be outside of
the network peak hours thus minimising the impact of the works on junctions that
experience congestion during the network peak periods. The standard working hours
will have no working on Sundays and Bank Holidays.

7.4.2

It is possible that some of the TT sites will require 24 hour drilling because of local
ground conditions. Vehicle movements that are not associated directly with drilling
operations will not be permitted outside of the hours stated above. The drilling
operations may require a very small number of vehicle movements associated with the
delivery of water or the removal of cuttings for example outside of standard working
hours but efforts will be made to restrict these to those that are absolutely necessary
for the drilling operation. There will be a small number of construction staff vehicle
movements outside of the standard working hours if 24 hour working is implemented
at specific sites. Where 24 hour working is used at an TT site the overall timescale of
drilling at that site will be reduced.

7.4.3

There are some other activities that will or may require 24 hour working. These include
site security, oil filling of transformers at the HVDC converter/HVAC substation, some
work at jointing pits and possible remedial works in response to severe weather
events. It is not expected that any of these activities will lead to any adverse transport
impacts in terms of capacity or safety.

7.5

HGV routes

7.5.1

HGV routes have been carefully selected to minimise the potential for adverse
environmental impacts. They have also been selected on the basis of discussions with
the various highway authorities. In some cases there is no alternative than to use an
environmentally sensitive route to access part of the works site (or the only
alternatives would have greater environmental sensitivity). In these cases measures,
such as controls on the timing of HGV deliveries (see below) will be implemented to
minimise the environmental impact.

7.6

HGV timing

7.6.1

Assessments set out in the Traffic and Transport Chapter identify possible adverse
transport environmental impacts associated with the passage of HGVs through North
Thoresby, Tetney and on the B1210 through Immingham. These impacts are
particularly related to the presence of schools in these areas. It will also be necessary
for some HGV movements associated with TT works to pass through North Cotes
which contains a school. It is therefore proposed to restrict HGV operating times to
avoid school opening and closing times. Details of these measures, specifically taking
into account the opening and closing times of local schools will be set out in the
Outline Code of Construction Practice.

7.1.2

All temporary access points will be removed at the end of the construction period and
the highway reinstated to adoptable standards.

7.2

Minimisation of traffic generation

7.2.1

It is expected that the implementation of measures to encourage staff to travel by
alternative modes and thus reduce staff car movements will be difficult on much of the
cable route since work sites will move along the cable route and much of the area has
limited public transport service provision. However, opportunities to encourage staff
travel by sustainable modes to the cable route will be considered and it is expected
that measures to minimise the use of private cars will be implemented at the HVDC
converter/HVAC substation site. These measures will form part of the Outline Code of
Construction Practice.

7.2.2

As part of the Outline Code of Construction Practice and in accordance with good
construction practice opportunities will be sought to reduce the overall number of HGV
movements by combining loads and using the largest feasible vehicles taking into
account any other environmental constraints that may affect HGV routes.

7.3

Construction site management

7.3.1

Wheel washing will be implemented as all construction site access points where there
is a risk of mud and debris being carried onto the highway. This measure will form part
of the Outline Code of Construction Practice.

7.3.2

All loads of fine or loose material that could lead to dust will be sheeted. This measure
will form part of the Outline Code of Construction Practice.
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7.7

Video Surveys

7.11

7.7.1

Video condition surveys will be undertaken before the start of the works and after the
substantial completion of works on minor links used by HGVs to access the cable
route. Damage to the highway caused by construction traffic will be repaired by the
developer or a financial contribution made to the relevant Highways Authorities to
cover the cost of remedial works.

7.8

Traffic management

7.8.1

Traffic management will be implemented at road crossings to maintain highway safety
and to ensure minimal delays to existing road users. An indicative design of shuttle
working at a road crossing is provided in Figure 6. The detailed design of shuttle
workings at road crossings will be undertaken prior to construction and agreed with the
relevant highway authorities.

7.11.1 It is likely that abnormal loads associated with the construction of the HVDC
converter/HVAC substation will be delivered via Immingham Docks although at this
stage it is not possible to provide a guarantee that this will be possible. The route from
Immingham Docks to the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site comprises the Docks
access road, Rosper Road and Chase Hill Road. All these roads are constructed to a
high standard and there are no low bridges, bridge crossings or significant width
constraints between the docks and the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site. Should
this be the route for abnormal loads the management of the movement itself will be
agreed with North Lincolnshire Council and the police and will be subject to the normal
procedures for transporting abnormal loads.

7.8.2

7.8.3

Abnormal loads

7.11.2 If the abnormal loads are delivered via another port appropriate work will be
undertaken to ensure that the movement is safe and to minimise disruption to other
highway users.

Where temporary road closures are required to allow cables to be laid across roads
discussions will be held with the relevant highway authorities to agree the timing and
duration of closures and measures such as advance warnings and the signing of
diversions to minimise delays to highway users.

7.11.3 Discussions with Centrica have highlighted the need to maintain emergency access
along the North Killingholme power station access road at all times. It has been
agreed that when abnormal loads are delivered a spare tractor unit will be provided to
move the load into the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site should the main tractor
unit break down on the Centrica access road.

On some highway links it may be necessary to implement vehicle management
measures to minimise the risk of large vehicles meeting on narrow sections of highway
where passing opportunities are limited. The vehicle management may involve
scheduling movements or controlling the times when vehicles enter and leave sites.

7.12

Highway safety on the A18

7.12.1 A highway condition survey of the sections of the A18 which form part of the HGV
route will be undertaken prior to the start of construction on sections of the cable route
which require HGV movements via the A18, in order to identify whether there are any
safety deficiencies in the highway that could be worsened as a result of the increased
level of HGV traffic associated with the construction works. Mitigation measures will be
incorporated into the Environmental Management Plan if necessary.

7.8.4

Where the cable route crosses highway links and it is necessary for vehicles to pass
along the cable route across the road the crossing will be constructed and managed in
accordance with the indicative layout shown in Figure 7 that maintains site security,
eliminates the risk of members of the public turning onto the cable route and prohibits
the use of the crossing for HGV access. Each crossing will be manned so that the
potential conflict between highway users and construction vehicles can be managed.

7.9

Parking
8

DEVELOPMENT CONSENT ORDER

7.9.1

Appropriate parking will be provided for construction vehicles to avoid the need for
parking on the highway.

8.1.1

It is intended that the main consents and licenses associated with the implementation
of the construction works will be obtained through the DCO process.

A160/A180 Improvement Scheme

8.1.2

The specific aspects of the works that are expected to be secured through the DCO
process comprise the following:

7.10

7.10.2 There is a signed Statement of Common Ground relating to the interaction between
the Hornsea Project One, Hornsea Project Two and the A160/A180 Port of
Immingham Improvement projects which identifies how the interaction between the
Hornsea projects and the A160/A180 Port of Immingham Improvement project will be
managed.
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Works on the highway at temporary HGV access points;



Temporary road closures and stopping up of highways at road crossings; and,



The requirement for a Code of Construction Practice based upon the Outline
Code of Construction Practice submitted.
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9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

9.1.1

This Transport Assessment (TA) assesses the transport impact of the construction
phase of the onshore cable route and HVDC converter/HVAC substation associated
with the Hornsea Project Two offshore wind farm. The report has been prepared as an
annex to the Traffic and Transport Chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES)
required under the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2009 (EIA Regulations).

9.1.2

The transport impact of the construction of the cable route and HVDC converter/HVAC
substation is expected to be related to the movement of materials, equipment and staff
and to temporary changes in the highway network where trenches are dug across
highways.

9.1.3

Onshore work is proposed to commence in 2017. Hornsea Project Two could be built
using multi-phase or a single-phase construction programme. Under a multi-phase
programme scenario, the sum of the durations of each phase of export cable
construction would not exceed five and a half years; there might be gaps between
phases but these are, at this stage, undefined and dependent on project financing and
supply chain. Under a single-phase construction programme, the total duration of the
export cable construction would not exceed three years..

9.1.4

It is estimated that over the construction period, on the basis of the worst case
assumption, there will be a maximum of approximately 164,700 HGV movements in
total associated with the landfall, cable route and HVDC converter/HVAC substation
works. Over the worst case single phase three year construction period this equates to
an average of around 200 HGV movements per working day spread across the
various work sites. However, a number of activities are likely to generate higher levels
of HGV movements and the assessments undertaken in this report are based on
intermittent periods of higher intensity work with daily HGV flows approximately four
times higher than the average at specific locations over the construction period.

9.1.6

It is estimated that over the whole construction period the project will generate around
53,200 construction worker vehicle movements (cars). This equates to around 65 light
vehicle movements per day on average spread over the various work sites for a three
year single phase construction programme.

An assessment of the percentage increase in daily link flows resulting from
construction activity indicates that the maximum daily increase in link flows on the
basis of worst case assumptions is 8.7%. During the peak hours it is predicted that
vehicles generated as a result of the construction proposed cable route would lead to
a maximum increase in total traffic flows of 9.2%.

9.1.8

A further assessment has been made of the change in turning movements at specific
junctions within the study area. This indicates that, during the network peak hours, the
highest level of increase in turning movements is 30 HGVs per hour on the route from
the A180 to the A18 and 15 HGVs (16 total vehicles) per hour on the route from the
A180 to the A160. This is equivalent to one additional vehicle turning every two to
three minutes on average. At the other junctions the highest increase in HGV turning
movements in the peak hours is less. This level of increase is well within typical daily
variations in traffic flow and will not lead to any perceptible increase in queues or
delays at the junctions.

9.1.9

It is concluded that the construction vehicle movements associated with the project will
not have any significant impact on the operation of links or junctions within the study
area which cannot be mitigated through measures outlined in Volume 3, Chapter 8:
Traffic and Transport of the Environmental Statement.

9.1.10 At the request of North East Lincolnshire Council Highway Authority the operation of
the A46/Morrisons roundabout has been modelled to assess the impact of
construction traffic. The results of this modelling indicate that in 2017 the junction will
operate well within capacity both without and with the addition of construction vehicles
and that the addition of construction vehicles makes no perceptible difference to the
operation of the junction.

The level of traffic associated with the construction of the project has been informed by
the engineering requirements associated with the various works. Where there is some
uncertainty about elements of the construction, worst case assumptions have been
adopted to ensure that all potential impacts are identified. In particular, it has been
assumed, as a worst case, that the whole of the cable route haul road will be surfaced
with aggregate and that all of the road will be removed at the end of the construction
period.

9.1.5

9.1.7

9.1.11 An assessment has been made of the potential impact of road crossings. A number of
roads are crossed using trenchless technology (TT) and are therefore not affected by
the crossing. Where it is necessary to lay cables across links it is proposed to either
introduce a temporary closure or introduce temporary shuttle working as cable ducts
are laid across one and then the other side of the road while allowing shuttle working
on the side of the road that is kept open. Shuttle working is proposed in all cases
where no alternative routes are available. An assessment of the capacity of links
indicates that shuttle working will not lead to significant delays on any links. It is
proposed to manage the A16 crossing so as to minimise the risks of temporary delays
and the period over which possible delays might be experienced.
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9.1.12 A number of mitigation measures are proposed to minimise possible adverse impacts
of the construction works. These include measures to minimise the number of vehicle
movements generated by the construction works, the identification of HGV routes that
minimise potential adverse impacts, restrictions on the timing of HGV movements on
sensitive links, particularly those that pass close to schools, working hours that do not
include Sundays and Bank Holidays (with the exception of a limited number of
activities as described in paragraph 7.4.3 where 24 hour working may be required),
wheel washing and sheeting of loose materials, the avoidance of the need to close
highway links completely when cables are laid across roads and traffic management at
road crossings where shuttle working is implemented. These measures will form part
of the Code of Construction Practice.
9.1.13 There is a signed Statement of Common Ground relating to the interaction between
the Hornsea Project One, Hornsea Project Two and the A160/A180 Port of
Immingham Improvement projects which identifies how the interaction between the
Hornsea projects and the A160/A180 Port of Immingham Improvement project will be
managed. More details are provided in Volume 3, Chapter 8: Traffic and Transport of
the Environmental Statement.
9.1.14 It is likely that abnormal loads bound for the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site will
arrive at Immingham Docks. The route from the docks to the HVDC converter/HVAC
substation site is of a high standard and no significant constraints to abnormal load
movement are anticipated. Should abnormal loads be delivered via other docks the
route to the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site will be via the Strategic Road
Network and either via Eastfield Road or Rosper Road. No significant constraints to
the movement of abnormal loads along these possible routes have been identified
although the route via Rosper Road passes under a railway bridge that may restrict
the passage of high loads.
9.1.15 The main consents and licenses associated with the implementation of the
construction works will be obtained through the Development Consent Oder (DCO)
process.
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APPENDIX A OF ANNEX 6.8.1: PROPOSED HGV ACCESS POINTS

NB: The locations of the access points detailed in this Appendix are shown in Figure 4 of this Transport Assessment (Annex 6.8.1).
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APPENDIX B OF ANNEX 6.8.1: CONSTRUCTION VEHICLE TRIP GENERATION ASSUMPTIONS
Location

Assumption

TT Site
Number of staff per TT site

8-13 staff

Staff mode share

75% single occupancy car

Duration of works at each TTT site

3 months minimum

Steel shuttering per drilling pit for worst case (Thrust Bore)

210 m2 with associated bracings

Cable Route
Rate of construction

1 km/month (minimum 3 months)

% of haul road surfaced with aggregate

100%

Width of haul road to calculate amount of aggregate
Depth of aggregate used for haul road

5m. Where TT site compounds overlap the Hornsea Project Two cable route, it is assumed that surfacing
material for TT compounds is subsequently reused for the haul road.
0.3m (average)

Tonnes of material per HGV

20 tonnes

Trenches

2 trenches

Width of trenches

7m at surface

% of compounds assumed to be surfaced with aggregate

50% or 25% for TT compounds spanning both Hornsea Project One and Hornsea Project Two routes.

Depth of aggregate surfacing at compounds

0.3 m

Staff per work front (up to 5 work fronts operating at any one time)

20 staff

Staff Mode Share

75% single occupancy car

Minimum diameter of ducting

220 mm [estimate based on 180mm diameter cables]

Length of cable per delivery (1 cable roll per HGV)

750 m

% of cable route requiring ducting

100%

Length of ducting per HGV

750 m

Length of cable route served by one HGV carrying cable tiles Cable tiles per HGV

800 m

Imported stabilised backfill

0.6 m depth

% of cable route work site fenced

100%

Cable route fencing per HGV

200 m

Average length of cable route trench supports carried by 1 HGV

500 m

Excavated material exported from route

4552 m3 per km

Converter Station
Converter Station Total HGV Movements

14,085 movements

Duration of Converter Station Construction

1 yr (assume 1 year as a worst case in terms of daily trip generation)

Staff

50 staff
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Mode share

50% single occupancy car

Number of abnormal loads

Worst case 23 abnormal loads for 1.8GW HVAC, comprising:
14 Reactors;
4 Filters;
2 Static Var Compensators; and
3 Transformers (includes 1 spare).
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APPENDIX C OF ANNEX 6.8.1: CONSTRUCTION VEHICLE TRIP GENERATION CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX D OF ANNEX 6.8.1: DAILY CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC FLOWS
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APPENDIX E OF ANNEX 6.8.1: SEASONAL VARIATIONS ON A1031 NORTH OF TETNEY

Examination of Seasonal Variations on A1031 North of Tetney

N bound
S bound
Total
Variation

12 hr 5 day
Oct
Aug
2267
2351
2014
2151
4281
4502
5.2%

N bound
S bound
Total
Variation

24 hr 5 day
Oct
Aug
2772
2583
2391
2601
5373
4974
8.0%
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APPENDIX F OF ANNEX 6.8.1: OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF A46 / MORRISON’S ROUNDABOUT
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APPENDIX G OF ANNEX 6.8.1: A16 SHUTTLE WORKING CAPACITY ASSESSMENT
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APPENDIX H OF ANNEX 6.8.1: ANALYSIS OF HGV ACCIDENTS
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